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Abstract
To meet the growing demand for mobile data, various technologies are being introduced
to wireless networks to increase system capacity. On one hand, large number of small-cell
base stations are adopted to serve the reduced cell size; on the other hand, millimeter
wave (mm-wave) systems with large antenna arrays that transmit ultra-wideband signals
are expected in fifth generation (5G) networks. Power amplifiers (PAs), responsible for
boosting the radio frequency (RF) signal power, are the most critical components in base
station transmitters, and dominate the overall efficiency and linearity of the system. The
design challenges to balance the contradictory requirements of efficiency and linearity of the
PAs are usually addressed by linearization techniques, particularly the digital predistortion
(DPD) system. However, existing DPD solutions face increasing difficulties keeping up with
new developments in base station technologies.
When considering sub-6 GHz small-cell base station transmitters, analog and RF pre-
distortion techniques have recently received renewed attention due to their inherent low
power nature. Their achievable linearization capacity is significantly limited, however,
largely by their implementation complexity in realizing the needed predistortion models
in analog circuitry. On the other hand, despite significant developments in DPD models
for wideband signals, the implementations of such DPD models in practical hardware have
received relatively little attention. Yet the conventional implementation of a DPD engine
is limited by the maximum clock frequency of the digital circuitry employed and cannot be
scaled to satisfy the growing bandwidth of transmitted signals for 5G networks. Further-
more, both analog and digital solutions require a transmitter-observation-receiver (TOR)
to capture the PA outputs, necessitates the use of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)
whose complexity and power consumption increase with signal bandwidth. Such trend is
not scalable for future base stations, and new innovations in feedback and training methods
are required. This thesis presents a number of contributions to address the above identified
challenges.
To reduce the power overhead of the linearization system, a digitally-assisted analog-RF
predistortion (DA-ARFPD) system that uses a novel predistortion model is introduced.
The proposed finite-impulse-response assisted envelope memory polynomial (FIR-EMP)
model allows for a reduction of hardware implementation complexity while maintaining
good linearization capacity and low power overhead. A two-step small-signal-assisted pa-
rameter identification (SSAPI) algorithm is devised to estimate the parameters of the two
main blocks of the FIR-EMP model, such that the training can be completed efficiently. A
DA-ARFPD test bench has been built, which incorporates major RF components, to assess
the validity of the proposed FIR-EMP scheme and the SSAPI algorithm. Measurement
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results show that the proposed FIR-EMP model with SSAPI algorithm can successfully
linearize multiple PAs driven with various wideband and carrier-aggregated signals of up
to 80 MHz modulation bandwidths for sub-6 GHz systems.
Next, a hardware-efficient real-time DPD system with scalable linearization band-
width for ultra-wideband 5G mm-wave transmitters is proposed. It uses a novel parallel-
processing DPD engine architecture to process multiple samples per clock cycle, overcomes
the linearization bandwidth limit imposed by the maximum clock rate of digital circuits
used in conventional DPD implementation. Potentially unlimited linearization bandwidth
could be achieved by using the proposed system with current digital circuit technologies.
The linearization performance and bandwidth scalability of the proposed system is demon-
strated experimentally using a silicon-based Doherty PA (DPA) with 400 MHz wideband
signal operating at 28 GHz, and over-the-air measurements using a 64-element beamform-
ing array with 800 MHz wideband signal, also at 28 GHz. The proposed DPD system
achieves over 2.4 GHz linearization bandwidth using only a 300 MHz core clock for the
digital circuits.
Finally, to reduce the power consumption and cost of the TOR, a new approach to train
the predistorter using under-sampled feedback signal is presented. Using aliased samples of
the PA’s output captured at either baseband or intermediate frequency (IF), the proposed
algorithm is able to compute the coefficients of the predistortion engine to linearize the PA
using a direct learning architecture. Experimentally, both the baseband and IF schemes
achieve linearization performance comparable to a full-rate system. Implemented together
with a parallel-processing based DPD engine on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
based system-on-chip (SOC), the proposed feedback and training solution achieves over
2.4 GHz linearization bandwidth using an ADC operating at a clock rate of 200 MHz. Its
performance is demonstrated experimentally by linearizing a silicon DPA with 200 MHz
and 400 MHz signals in conductive measurements, and a 64-element beamforming array
with 400 MHz and 800 MHz signals in over-the-air testing.
v
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The world has become a much more connected place with over 8 billion mobile subscriptions
around the globe by the end of 2019 which is expected to continue increasing in the
following years. The wireless networks have also changed from voice-centered service in the
second generation era to data-centered mobile broadband that supports services such as
mobile payment, high definition video streaming and many others that have fundamentally
changed people’s way of life. Mobile data traffic is expected to continue its exponential
growth, forecast to reach 160 exabytes per month in 2025 [1]. Such demand for high
speed mobile data is one of the key driving forces behind the rapid development of mobile
technology to provide mobile broadband service to billions of users. Besides improving the
capacity of current forth generation (4G) long term evolution advanced (LTE-A) networks,
the upcoming fifth generation (5G) networks that have already begun rapid deployment
in many countries around the globe aim to drastically increase the speed of data transfer
with data rates expected to reach 1 Gbps in the near future.
Various technologies have been introduced to increase system capacity, such as reducing
cell size by using small-cell base stations, improving spectrum efficiency with high order
modulation schemes, utilising spatial multiplexing by deploying multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems, as well as increasing signal bandwidths through carrier aggrega-
tion (CA) and the use of millimeter wave (mm-wave) spectrum. However, such technologies
impose demanding and contradictory requirements in terms of linearity and efficiency for
radio frequency (RF) front-ends, particularly the RF power amplifier (PA) that consumes
the largest amount of power and contributes most of the distortion in a transmitter. Lin-
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earization techniques, particularly digital predistortion (DPD) systems, have become a
necessity to improve the linearization and efficiency of RF transmitters.
One of the most effective ways to increase the system capacity of current networks
is to reduce the cell size, so that each base station is serving a smaller number of users.
This enables resources such as spectrum or time slots to be reused, effectively increasing
the available capacity to each user, hence achieving high total capacity for the system.
The distances between base stations have decreased from tens of kilometers for macro-
cells to a few hundred meters or below for small-cells such as pico- or femto-cells, and the
transmitted power of base stations has decreased from hundreds of Watts to a few Watts
or less. With shrinking cells each covering a much smaller area, more base stations are
needed to ensure coverage of the network. The number of small-cell base stations, which
has already surpassed that of macro-cell base stations, is expected to increase rapidly [2].
The energy efficiency of the low-power small-cell base stations is critical to the overall
power consumption of the wireless network.
At the same time, complex modulation schemes such as 64 quadrature amplitude mod-
ulation (QAM) and sophisticated access technologies such as orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) are used to increase the spectrum efficiency of the channel. How-
ever, such schemes present difficult design challenges to the transmitter front-end due
to the characteristics of the transmitted signal and the stringent requirements on signal
quality. The high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the transmitted signals require
innovative designs for efficient transmitters. PA topologies such as Doherty and envelope
tracking (ET) are used to improve both the peak and backoff efficiency, at the cost of lin-
earity due to their complex architecture. Meanwhile, the stringent requirements on signal
quality, typically measured by error vector magnitude (EVM), adjacent channel leakage
ratio (ACLR) or adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR), mean sophisticated linearization
solutions are needed to achieve the required linearity. However, as the output power of each
base station is reduced, the overhead of the linearization system becomes more significant.
Table 1.1 summarizes the typical power consumption of different DPD components [3], as
well as the power consumption and operation range of various base stations in 4G wireless
networks. It is clear that conventional linearization solutions are not suitable for small-cell
base stations, as the power overhead becomes a significant factor for the overall system,
compromising their practicality.
On the other hand, the upcoming 5G networks will dramatically increase the available
transmission bandwidth of the signal to each user to support much higher data rates.
CA technology that groups multiple frequency blocks to the same user to provide wider
transmission bandwidths has already been introduced in the current LTE-A networks,
with up to 100 MHz total bandwidth allowed. With 5G new radio (NR), the transmission
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Table 1.1: Typical power consumption of DPD and base stations in 4G networks
DPD Power Base Typical Typical PA
Component Consumption Station Type Cell Radius Power Range
DPD Engine 1.5 W Macro > 1 km 20 W – 160 W
Clock Gen 0.4 W Micro 250 m – 1 km 2 W – 20 W
Adaptation 0.6 W Pico 100 m – 300 m 0.25 W – 2 W
Feedback 0.8 W Femto 10 m – 50 m 0.01 W – 0.2 W
bandwidth is expected to growth significantly to reach several hundreds of megahertz,
taking advantage of the unused spectrum in the mm-wave frequency. Massive MIMO
systems made up of large antenna arrays that integrate a large number of antennas, PAs
and other RF elements will be the key technology to support efficient transmission of
such signals, as they allow beamforming that focuses the transmitted energy into a narrow
beam to overcome the high path losses at such frequencies. However, the development
of such massive MIMO systems is often hindered by poor efficiency and thermal issues.
These issues are mainly attributable to the low efficiency of RF PAs in the transmission
array as they must operate at significant backoff power levels to ensure linearity when
transmitting wideband modulated signals. Yet, given the large number of PAs and close
form factor, conventional DPD solutions designed for single PAs are usually not practical.
Recent studies [4, 5] have focused on linearizing the entire array instead of individual PA
elements. They have demonstrated that, in the case of RF/hybrid beamforming arrays,
a single-input single-output (SISO) DPD model can be used to linearize the main-beam
signal using a far-field probing receiving antenna, making DPD a viable solution for mm-
wave systems.
Yet, two challenges exist to the practical and energy efficient realization of a DPD en-
gine for wideband signals. First, the intermodulation caused by the nonlinear behaviour of
the PA results in a bandwidth expansion of its output, and the predistorted signal required
to compensate for such distortion also needs to occupy a wider bandwidth, typically 5x
the signal bandwidth. As a result, the rate of the DPD engine needs to scale up pro-
portionally. However, the highest achievable rate is limited by the maximum frequency
attainable in the signal processing hardware. Second, the feedback path required to cap-
ture the PA distortion also experiences bandwidth expansion, necessitating a wideband
feedback path and high-speed analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). To support 5G NR
mm-wave communication signals with modulation bandwidths of several hundred of mega-
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hertz, conventional DPD implementations would need digital circuits and data converters
supporting bandwidths in the gigahertz. Such requirements render the hardware imple-
mentation of real-time MIMO DPD difficult, and ultimately can result in major energy
and cost overhead in the underlying hardware.
1.2 Thesis Objective
The above discussion reveals major challenges in applying existing linearization solutions
to support further improvements in system capacity for both current LTE-A and future
5G wireless communication systems. This thesis aims to address these problems through
the following objectives:
1. Develop a low power analog/RF predistortion (ARFPD) architecture suitable for
hardware implementation, and its corresponding coefficient update algorithm, for
sub-6 GHz small-cell base stations. The proposed solution will take advantage of
the low power feature of analog/RF circuits, with novel predistortion engine mod-
els that reduce the hardware complexity of the system while maintaining the same
linearization capacity signals with moderate bandwidth.
2. Develop a real-time DPD hardware architecture for the linearization of 5G transmit-
ters with ultra-wideband modulation signals found in 5G sub-6 GHz and mm-wave
applications. The proposed solution will use a novel parallel-processing DPD engine
architecture to overcome the maximum linearization bandwidth limit imposed by
the maximum clock frequency of the digital circuits and support unlimited signal
bandwidth.
3. Develop a low power and low cost transmitter-observation-receiver (TOR) and its
accompanying algorithm to identify the coefficients of the predistortion system for
adaptive control that is common to both analog and digital predistortion systems.
The proposed technique will use an under-sampling scheme and direct learning algo-
rithm that allows the adaptive update of the DPD coefficients independently of the
DPD engine linearization bandwidth with a low sampling ADC in order to reduce
the power consumption and complexity of the TOR.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 discusses the efficiency-linearity trade-off of PAs and provides a survey of PA
linearization techniques and recent research work. It shows that linearization systems are
critical to improving the efficiency of PAs while maintaining good signal quality. Sources
of PA distortion and the impact of such distortions on the linearization system are briefly
discussed, and an overview of the major categories of linearization techniques are presented
with a focus on the predistortion system. The classification and comparison of various
architectures of predistortion systems, based on their predistortion engine, is presented
with a discussion of the predistortion function formulation. Various techniques to optimize
the hardware implementation of DPD systems are also discussed, particularly recent efforts
applicable to 5G wideband sub-6 GHz and mm-wave MIMO systems. The coefficient
identification algorithm and recent developments aimed at reducing the speed requirement
of the feedback path are also described.
Chapter 3 presents a novel digitally-assisted ARFPD (DA-ARFPD) architecture tar-
geting sub-6 GHz small-cell base stations with reduced PA output power driven with
wideband and CA communication signals. It presents a novel architecture with reduced
hardware complexity and the corresponding linear small-signal-assisted parameter identi-
fication algorithm. A DA-ARFPD test bench incorporating major analog/RF components
is described, and measurement results are presented which demonstrate its excellent lin-
earization capability with gallium nitride (GaN) Doherty PA (DPA) driven by digitally
modulated signals with a bandwidth up to 80 MHz.
Chapter 4 presents a novel real-time DPD hardware architecture for the linearization of
5G transmitters with ultra-wideband modulation signals as are often found in sub-6 GHz
and mm-wave systems. To overcome the linearization bandwidth constraint imposed by the
maximum clock frequency of the digital circuitry, a new parallel-processing DPD engine
architecture is devised to allow multiple samples to be processed per clock cycle. The
proposed real-time DPD architecture is implemented in a commercial field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) that achieves a scalable linearization bandwidth of up to 2.4 GHz with
300 MHz core clock rate for the digital circuits.
Chapter 5 presents an under-sampling scheme for the feedback path that enables the
update of the predistortion parameters using a low-speed ADCs. The proposed approach
is found to have comparable linearization capability compared to a conventional full-rate
based indirect learning DPD, even with a significantly under-sampled feedback signal. The
proposed approach can be applied in both the DA-ARFPD and real-time DPD systems to
significantly reduce the sampling rate of the feedback path, hence lowering the cost and
power consumption of the feedback and identification components.
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Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this work and discusses possible
areas of future research work.
6
Chapter 2
Background and Literature on Power
Amplifier Linearization
2.1 Introduction
To meet the demands of growing data traffic, current LTE-A and next generation 5G wire-
less networks have introduced various technologies such as small-cell base stations, high
efficiency modulation schemes, massive MIMO, and ultra wideband mm-wave technolo-
gies. Such advancements greatly increase the total system capacity, but at the same time
introduce stringent signal quality requirements on the RF front-ends. This translates into
contradictory requirements in terms of linearity and efficiency for the RF PAs, which dom-
inate the overall transmitter’s power consumption and distortion, and necessitates the use
of linearization techniques. DPD systems based on the principle of applying the pre-inverse
of a PA’s nonlinear characteristics to the baseband signal have been the most popular so-
lutions to enable the linear and efficient transmission of wideband signals in macro base
stations with signal bandwidths of tens of megahertz. Yet, the reduced output power level
of small-cell base stations and the ultra-wide transmission bandwidths of mm-wave MIMO
systems create new challenges to existing PA linearization solutions. This chapter reviews
the contradictory requirements of efficiency and linearity for RF PAs, presents a review
of PA linearization techniques, and discusses recent research efforts that have aimed to



















Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a conventional PA.
2.2 Power Amplifier Efficiency
PAs are power gain blocks that amplify a signal’s power before it is transmitted through the
antenna. With large power output and high gain, a typical solid-state PA (as is commonly
found in wireless communication base stations) is designed in an open loop fashion, as
shown in the block diagram in Fig. 2.1. It consists of one or more transistors as active
devices to perform the amplification, with biasing circuits and matching networks at the
gate and drain of the transistors for the desired class of operation.
An ideal PA should provide linear amplification of the input signal with constant gain
and phase shift across all frequencies and output power levels. However, a real PA is
limited by device non-idealities and the constraints of the matching and biasing networks,
leading to finite bandwidth, efficiency and linearity. Some of the key parameters of PAs
are maximum output power, gain, efficiency and bandwidth.
Output Power The output power of a PA is characterized in terms of its saturation
power Psat–this defines the maximum output power of the PA. However, it is rare for
a PA to operate close to Psat as here the transistors reach saturation and the gain
is heavily compressed, creating a lot of nonlinearity. A more useful specification of
usable output power is P1dB which represents the output power level at which the
power gain is 1 dB smaller than the linear gain.
P1dB = Pout|G==Glinear−1dB (2.1)
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Gain Among the various definitions of amplifier gain, the power gain is the most relevant





The linear gain is typically measured using small signals at significant backoff power
levels, i.e. power levels lower than Psat, where the PA is linear. The large signal gain
of a PA is expected to deviate from the small signal gain as the transistors approach
saturation and the PA shows significant nonlinearity.
Efficiency The efficiency of a PA characterizes how well it converts the power drawn from
the supply to useful output signal power. The power efficiency of a PA is measured as
either the drain efficiency (DE) (2.3), defined as the ratio between the output power
Pout and the total direct current (DC) power consumption PDC , or as the power
added efficiency (PAE) (2.4), which also takes the input signal power into account.
DE = (Pout − Pin)/PDC (2.3)
PAE = Pout/PDC (2.4)
As long as the power gain of the PA is large, i.e. Pout >> Pin, the DE and PAE are
close.
Bandwidth The RF bandwidth of a PA defines the frequency range at which the PA
can maintain its desired output power level. Wideband and multi-band PA designs
include desirable features that allow one PA to cover multiple communication bands.
Equally important is the achievable modulation bandwidth of a PA that describes the
maximum bandwidth of the modulated communication signal that can be transmitted
while maintaining good signal quality. This is closely related to the linearity of the PA
and is important for wideband communication signals developed for modern wireless
networks.
As the PA usually consumes the largest amount of power in the transmitter, its efficiency
has a significant impact on the overall system’s efficiency. Additionally, any DC power that
is not converted into output power is released as heat, which will require additional cooling
of the system and further degrade the overall efficiency. Hence, improving PA efficiency
has always been a focus of PA development.
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Figure 2.2: DE of ideal class A and class B PAs with the PDF of a LTE-A signal with 7.6
dB PAPR.
2.2.1 Conventional Power Amplifier Efficiency
Conventional PAs are often categorized into different classes of operation, ranging from
class A, AB, B to C, based on how often the transistor is conducting, i.e., their conduction
angle as set by the device biasing points[6, 7]. A class A PA is conducting all the time
(conduction angle 2π), a class B PA is conducting half the time (conduction angle = π),
and a class AB PA falls somewhere in-between. A class C PA is conducting less than half
the time (conduction angle < π). The maximum attainable efficiency of a conventional
PA occurs at the maximum output power level, with the theoretical maximum efficiency
(using ideal transistors) increasing as the conduction angle decreases. The DE of an ideal
PA changes from 50% in a class A PA, to 78.5% in a class B PA, and to approximately 100%
for a class C PA with conduction angle approaching zero. A class AB PA falls in-between
a class A and class B PA. However, this is at the cost of the power gain of the amplifier. In
reality, device parasitics, losses in passive elements in the matching and biasing networks,
as well as other nonidealities will further reduce the overall efficiency of the PA.
At the same time, the high efficiency modulation schemes used in today’s communi-
cation systems result in a high PAPR of the modulated signal. This means the PAs are
operating at significant backoff power levels. For conventional PAs, their efficiency de-
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creases rapidly with output power level, resulting in further decreases in efficiency when
transmitting such signals. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, where the DE of an ideal class A
and an ideal class B PA are plotted together with the probability distribution function
(PDF) of an LTE-A signal with PAPR of 7.6 dB. As the peak likelihood of the signal
power level occurs at a significant backoff power level, a conventional PA is operating at
a low efficiency level. The expected DE of an ideal class A PA would be less than 10%
when transmitting this signal–meaning over 90% of the DC power is wasted and released
as heat to the system. A class B PA would achieve significantly higher efficiency compared
to a class A PA, with an ideal class B PA expected to achieve less than 40% DE when
transmitting the same signal at the cost of lower gain. A class AB PA would have higher
gain than a class B PA but lower efficiency. A class C PA could achieve higher efficiency,
but it has the lowest maximum output power, gain and linearity among the conventional
classes of PAs and is rarely used as the main PA of a transmitter. The mismatch between
the power level of maximum PA efficiency and the maximum likelihood of high PAPR
signals causes conventional PAs to have significantly lower average efficiencies compared
to their peak efficiency. The PAPR of communication signals is going to increase further
as higher level modulation schemes are used, further decreasing the efficiency of PAs.
2.2.2 Backoff Efficiency Enhancement Techniques
The poor efficiency of conventional PAs when transmitting modulated signals is due to
the mismatch between the maximum likelihood of the signal power level and the peak
efficiency of the PA. To address the aforementioned problem and improve the efficiency
when transmitting modulated signals with high PAPR, advanced PA architectures that
improve the backoff efficiency have been developed, such as drain modulation and load
modulation.
Drain Modulation
Drain modulation is based on the principle that if the supply voltage at the drain of the
transistor is lowered when the output power of the PA is lowered, the efficiency of the PA
can be kept unchanged. To maintain high efficiency for a modulated signal where the signal
output power is changing, the drain supply voltage needs to follow the signal, hence the
name drain modulation. The ET solution is the most well-known approach to use supply
modulation techniques [8, 9, 10, 11]. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3, the ET solution includes an
envelope amplifier that modulates the drain supply voltage of the main PA according to

























Figure 2.4: Block diagram of a DPA.
is small, thus improving the efficiency at backoff power levels. The ET solution has found
wide adoption in handsets and other mobile devices as supply modulation can be readily
integrated with supply regulation [11] resulting in low complexity solutions. While the RF
bandwidth of ET follows that of the main PA, the main disadvantage of ET is the limited
modulation bandwidth, primarily due to the limitation of the envelope amplifier that needs
to modulate the drain supply voltage of the main PA. The envelope of a modulated signal
is given by
√︁
I2 +Q2, where I and Q are the in-phase and quadrature (IQ) components of
the signal, which has significantly wider bandwidth (3-4 times) compared to the complex
modulated signal. Various techniques have been introduced to increase the modulation
bandwidth [10, 12] by allowing the output of the envelope amplifier to deviate from the
exact envelope of the signal in order to simplify the design of the envelope amplifier.
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Load Modulation
While drain modulation lowers the supply voltage to reduce DC power consumption when
the PA is operating at backoff power levels, the load modulation relies on increasing the
effective load presented to the transistor at lower output levels. DPAs represent a family of
load modulation techniques [13, 14, 15, 16]. As illustrated in Fig. 2.4, typical DPA designs
bias the main and peaking transistors differently and provide efficiency enhancement at
the 6 dB backoff power level. When input power is low, only the main transistor is con-
ducting and the DPA acts as a conventional PA. When the power level is in the last 6 dB
region, the peaking transistor starts conducting and modulates the load presented to the
main transistor through the quarter-wave transmission line which acts as an impedance
inverter. The effective load seen by the main transistor increases with increasing current
from the peaking transistor as the output power increases, thus maintaining high efficiency
operation. At peak power, both transistors are presented with the optimal load to achieve
maximum efficiency. While a conventional DPA is designed to provide enhanced efficiency
at the 6 dB backoff power level, other work has allowed for efficiency enhancement at fur-
ther backoff power levels [13, 15]. Extensive research work on DPAs has demonstrated the
great potential of this technique and DPAs have become one of the most widely used PA
architectures in today’s base stations [17].
2.2.3 Other Efficiency Enhancement Techniques
Both drain modulation and load modulation techniques focus on improving the overall
efficiency of the PA when transmitting a modulated signal with significant PAPR by en-
hancing the backoff power efficiency. These techniques are well suited for integration with
existing transmitters as only minimal changes to the transmitter’s architecture are re-
quired. Yet, when more freedom is allowed, other efficiency enhancement techniques exist,
such as outphasing, switched mode PAs, and digital PAs.
Switched Mode Power Amplifiers
Conventional PAs operate the transistor in the linear region as a voltage controlled current
source that conducts current with respect to the input voltage. On the other hand, the
transistor can be operated as a switch with only on and off states, resulting in a highly
efficient switched mode PA. Examples of switched mode PAs are voltage/current mode
class D PAs and class E PAs, with theoretical DEs of 100% [6, 7, 18, 19]. By operating the










Figure 2.5: Block diagram of an outphasing PA.
conducting current, or completely off with no current flow. Hence the undesired power
dissipation over the transistor is minimized, resulting in high efficiency. The main limiting
factor of switched mode PAs is the transition frequency of the transistor, which must be
high enough for the transistor to maintain near ideal switching behaviour at the operating
RF frequency. With the advancement in semiconductor technologies, transistors with
transition frequencies in the hundreds of gigahertz are now available, enabling switched
mode PAs in the gigahertz range.
Outphasing
The outphasing technique aims to achieve high efficiency linear amplification through
controlled combining of high efficiency nonlinear components, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5
[20, 21, 22]. The input signal, which can be expressed as
uin(t) = A(t)cos(ωt+ ϕ(t)) (2.5)
with A(t) and ϕ(t) the magnitude and phase of the baseband, is split into two constant
amplitude signals with different phases as follows
u1(t) = cos(ωt+ ϕ(t) + cos
−1(A(t)))
u2(t) = cos(ωt+ ϕ(t)− cos−1(A(t))) (2.6)
and the combined output is
uout(t) = G(u1(t) + u2(t)) = 2GA(t) cos(ωt+ ϕ(t)) (2.7)
which is linear with respect to the input signal. Hence, outphasing is also known as linear






















Figure 2.6: Block diagram of digital PA (a) and power mixer (b).
an outphasing system, and can be either isolating or non-isolating. An isolating combiner,
like a Wilkinson power divider, provides a constant load to each PA at all signal power
levels. This ensures good linearity of the outphasing system, but results in low efficiency
at backoff power levels due to each PA still outputting at the maximum power level. On
the other hand, non-isolating combiners such as the lossless Chireix combiner provide
varying impedance to each PA based on the signal power level, hence improving the overall
efficiency of the outphasing system. However, this comes at the cost of reduced linearity
due to PA impedance mismatch at different power levels. Recent research work has further
improved outphasing techniques by introducing mixed-mode operation and combining it
with other efficiency improvement techniques [22, 23, 24].
Digital Power Amplifier and Power Digital-to-Analog Converter
A digital PA is the concept of turning on and off different numbers of unit PA cells from
an array of such cells according to the magnitude of the signal [25, 26, 27]. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.6a, the phase of the output is controlled by the phase modulated signal from the
input signal that feeds into all unit cells, while the magnitude of the output is controlled by
turning on the appropriate number of unit PAs based on the digital code word generated
from the envelope of the input signal. Each unit cell ideally operates at either peak power,
where the efficiency is highest, or completely switched off. This allows high efficiency
architectures such as switched mode to be used for individual cell PAs while good efficiency
can be maintained at all power levels. Together, their small area and ease of integration
with other transceiver circuits make digital PAs attractive for many complimentary metal-
oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) implementations. However, such architectures suffer from
the inherent tradeoff between the speed and power of semiconductor devices, and have
limited bandwidths and power dynamic ranges, as well as unwanted quantization noise.
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An improvement to the digital PA concept is to use a mixer as both the frequency
conversion and power generation elements [28, 29, 30, 31]. An example of such a scheme
is a power mixer array, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6b. The phase modulated local oscillator
is fed to all unit mixer cells, and mixed with the baseband envelope. Commonly using a
segmented power generation scheme [28], each power generating mixer is switched on based
on the envelope of the input signal. Using the mixer as the power generation unit brings
the benefits of reduced noise and larger power dynamic range. However, it does come with
increased area size and higher complexity.
2.3 Power Amplifier Linearity
High efficiency modulation schemes such as QAM used in modern communication networks
require both amplitude and phase modulation of the carrier. The constellation diagram
of a 16-QAM modulation scheme is shown in Fig. 2.7a. Each symbol has a different
magnitude and phase–when combined with a higher symbol rate the resulting modulated
signal exhibits both amplitude and phase variation over a wide bandwidth. There are many
sources of distortion along the communication link, such as noise, interference, channel
dispersion, etc., that cause the received symbol to deviate from its intended position, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.7b. Among all sources of error, the PA nonlinearity is usually the most
dominant on the transmitter side. Under this type of modulation scheme, the error of the
received signal needs to be kept below a certain threshold to ensure the correct identification
of the symbols. With increased spectral efficiency comes denser constellations with smaller
distances between the constellation points, thus less error can be tolerated when attempting
to maintain a low bit error rate. This translates into stringent requirements for RF PAs
to maintain good linearity at wide output power ranges and bandwidths.
The linearity of a PA measures the difference between its output signal to a linearly
scaled version of its input signal. Due to limitations and imperfections of transistors and
other components, a real PA never achieves the desired perfect linear amplification of
the signal. Any deviation of the PA’s output from the desired signal, except a constant
gain and phase shift, is viewed as distortion. From the PA linearization perspective, the
effects of PA distortion are usually expressed in terms of error vector magnitude (EVM)
or normalized mean square error (NMSE) that measures how closely matched the output
signal is to the desired signal. EVM measures the deviation of the actual symbol from the
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Figure 2.7: Constellation of 16-QAM (a) and error vector (b).
where Perror and Pref are the root-mean-square power of the error vector and ideal signal
vector, respectively. NMSE measures the mean square error between the sampled output









where xi and yi are the ith samples of the desired and actual signals.
Besides causing deviation in the transmitted symbols, PA distortion also generates
additional frequency components in the output spectrum due to the nonlinear response.
The most important type of distortion is adjacent band distortion; it is difficult to filter out
in practice. It has the effect of spreading the signal power outside its assigned frequency
channel, thus it leaks into adjacent channels, hence the name spectrum regrowth. Such
leakage acts as unwanted interference to the users of the adjacent channels and degrades
their signal to interference and noise (SNIR) ratio. Therefore, it needs to be minimized.
This effect is measured in terms of ACLR that is defined as the ratio of the transmitted







Figure 2.8: Illustration of PA spectra regrowth.
2.3.1 Sources of Power Amplifier Distortion
PA distortion can come from various sources, ranging from the transistor itself, the biasing
and matching networks, or a complex system level design. Some significant sources of PA
distortion will be briefly discussed in the following sections.
At the individual PA level, non-idealities in the transistor and biasing and matching
networks are the main contributors to the distortion.
Nonlinear Transconductance Transconductance of a real transistor is not constant over
all voltage ranges. Effects such as a soft turn-on where the drain current flowing
through the transistor increases gradually when the gate voltage is just above the
threshold voltage of the transistor, and gradual saturation at maximum drain current
can be observed. This results in variations in gain and phase that cause nonlinearity
over different input powers [32].
Knee Voltage Unlike in an ideal transistor model, there are no abrupt transitions from
the linear region to the saturation region in a real transistor. When the drain voltage
swings into the knee region, the drain current decreases rapidly and in turn reduces
the gain of the PA, causing static nonlinearity.
Nonlinear Capacitance The parasitic capacitance at the gate, source and drain of a real
transistor vary nonlinearly versus voltage. As they are non-negligible in a typical RF
PA, the varying capacitance contributes to magnitude and phase variations of the
output, thus causing static nonlinearity [10].
Non-ideal Biasing Networks A realistic biasing network has a finite impedance and
limited isolation. This in turn causes feedback from the drain to the gate, particularly
at the baseband frequency range. Such unwanted feedback modulates the input and
interacts with other distortion mechanisms to generate nonlinearity in the PA.
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Non-ideal Matching Networks A realistic matching network consists of transmission
lines and lumped elements that have non-flat frequency responses across the PA
operation bandwidth. This causes a changing impedance presented to the PA across
the signal bandwidth, and in turn causes variations in the gain, phase and group delay
of the PA across the signal bandwidth. Such distortion becomes more significant with
wider signal modulation bandwidths [33].
Thermal and Trapping Effects As PA output powers vary when transmitting modu-
lated signals, the heat emission and temperature of the transistor also change over
time. This temperature variation changes the transconductance of the transistor,
creating dynamic nonlinearity that depends on the signal. In addition, PAs using
III-V device transistors suffer from trapping effects that effect the threshold and other
characteristics of the transistor, introducing addition distortion [34].
The backoff efficiency enhancement techniques discussed in the previous section intro-
duce additional sources of distortion to the PA, as more complex design topologies further
degrade the linearity.
Envelope Amplifier Nonlinearity The envelope amplifier in an ET system can only
present a finite impedance to the drain of the main transistor. This causes undesired
drain modulation among other effects. The nonlinearity in an envelope amplifier
has been found to introduce significant distortion into the ET system’s output [10,
35]. Time alignment mismatch between the envelope and the main signal path also
contribute to the distortion of an ET system.
Doherty Power Amplifier Nonlinearity The quarter-wave transformer in a DPA only
acts as an ideal impedance converter at the center frequency; for wideband signals
it introduces magnitude and phase responses across the signal bandwidth [36]. Non-
idealities in the peaking transistor cause distortion through the load modulation
mechanism, resulting in a nonlinear response in the DPA output.
The other efficiency enhancement techniques discussed such as outphasing and digital PAs
also have their own inherent sources of distortion arising from their design.
On top of the distortion of individual PAs, in massive MIMO systems, the closely packed
PAs and antennas create new sources of distortion. Cross-talk occurring before the PAs
due to limited isolation of the signal path and biasing networks, results in PAs on different
paths interacting with each other and creates complicated nonlinear distortion. The closely
spaced antennas in the array create non-negligible mutual coupling, and generate varying
loading to the PAs that depends on the location of the antenna and array settings [37].
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2.3.2 Modelling of Power Amplifier Nonlinearity
Since the linearity of an RF PA is important to achieving a high data rate, it is neces-
sary to have a good model of the PA’s nonlinearity in order to predict distortion effects
on signal quality and to provide guidance to improve its linearity. As discussed in the
previous sub-section, RF PA distortion can come from many sources and the combination
and interaction between various sources of distortion result in complex dynamic nonlinear
behaviour. It is difficult to describe such complex transfer functions using physical models
(like compact models) which are commonly used to describe devices and circuits. Further-
more, the computational complexity required to simulate using such a model is high. Thus,
PA nonlinearity modelling typically uses behaviour models that describe the relationship
between the input and output signals for a particularly PA under certain operating points.
From a system perspective, the distortion of a PA can be described as a mapping
between the input signal and the normalized output signal. In a discrete system with
sampled input and output, the PA output can be described as
y[n] = gnx[n] (2.10)
where x[n] and y[n] are the nth normalized samples of the PA’s input and output signals,
and gn is the complex gain of the respective sample. An ideal PA has a constant gain of
unity for all samples, where distortion of the PA causes deviation in magnitude and phase.
The effects of PA distortion on the transmitted signal can be visualized as amplitude-to-
amplitude (AM-AM) and amplitude-to-phase (AM-PM) responses as shown in Fig. 2.9,
where the gain and phase of the samples of normalized output with respect to the input
sample are plotted against the input power. Taking a closer look at the AM-AM and AM-
PM figure, it is clear that for samples with the same input power, the output can have a
variation of gain and phase distortion. This scattering in AM-AM and AM-PM responses
indicates that the PA output is not only a function of the current input but the past as
well.
As a result, the PA distortion can be categorized into static and dynamic distortion.
Static Distortion This distortion represents the deviations in the gain and phase corre-
sponding to increased input power that are dependent solely on the current input
signal, shown as the red trace in Fig. 2.9. The static distortion function has a one-
to-one mapping for each input power level, and is independent of the signal charac-
teristics. It can be characterized by performing a power sweep using a continuous
wave (CW) signal and computing the gain and phase of the output and comparing
them to the desired gain and phase. Static distortion is a good approximation of the
PA’s nonlinearity using narrow band signals.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: Gain (a) and phase (b) distortion of PA under modulated signal, with static
distortion highlighted.
Dynamic Distortion This type of distortion, on the other hand, represents the devia-
tions in the gain and phase that depend on both the current and past input signals.
It describes the distortion behaviour in which the previously transmitted signal has
a lasting effect on current and future transmitted signals. The distortion becomes
signal dependent and changes dynamically, as reflected in the scattering of the gain
and phase in Fig. 2.9. Hence, it is often referred to as memory effects, as if the
PA remembers what has been transmitted previously [38]. The dynamic distortion
can be further divided into linear and nonlinear memory effects, depending on the
relationship with the input signals. Linear memory effects represent the distortion
associated with the linear elements in the PA, such as the frequency response of the
matching network. Nonlinear memory effects are the results of interactions between
the nonlinear components and the rest of the circuitry, creating the most complex
dynamic behaviour in the PA. As signal bandwidth increases, the memory effects of
the PA also increase significantly.
To create a behaviour model for a PA, certain assumptions are made based on our
understanding of practical PAs used in wireless communication systems. The PA is treated
as a weakly nonlinear device in the sense that nonlinearity only acts as perturbation around
the operation point. The PA is also assumed to have a fading memory, such that the impact
of the current signal on later signals diminishes with time. These assumptions fit naturally















where x(t) and y(t) are the input and output RF signals respectively, hp(τ1, . . . , τp) denotes
the Volterra kernels with order p, and N is the nonlinearity order. The baseband equivalent











hi(m1, . . . ,mi)x̃[n−mi] (2.12)
where x̃[n] and ỹ[n] are the discrete baseband equivalent envelope samples of the input and
output signals respectively, N is the nonlinearity order, and M is the memory depth. This
polynomial form has all the aforementioned desirable features, and has become a popular
choice for modelling PA distortions.
One major disadvantage of the Volterra series formulation is that the number of kernels
increases exponentially with nonlinearity order and memory depth. This makes it imprac-
tical to use in real-time applications due to over-modelling and computational complexity.
The large number of kernels also leads to numerical instability, particularly during the least
squares (LSs) identification process. This has led to major research efforts to reduce the
complexity of the Volterra series and identify the dominant kernels [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. A
large part of such work has been aimed at the field of DPD, one of the most popular forms
of linearization techniques, and it will be discussed in later sections.
Another family of PA behaviour models uses artificial neural network (ANN) to cap-
ture the PA distortion, such as [45, 46, 47]. ANN-based models are valuable due to their
excellent capability to accurately approximate nonlinear functions, as the universal ap-
proximation theorem [48] has proven that a feed-forward ANN with at least one hidden
layer and non-constant activation function can approximate arbitrary nonlinear functions
with any desired error. The main research focus of ANN-based PA models is to chose the
correct network size and training method. Once trained, the feed-forward ANN is a fast
and efficient model to predict the output of PAs under nonlinear distortion.
2.3.3 Linearity versus Efficiency Trade-off
Linearity and efficiency are contradictory goals in RF PA design. For a typical PA, linearity







Figure 2.10: Linearity versus efficiency of PA.
high at large output power levels, but the linearity of the PA suffers. Such linearity and
efficiency trade-offs are illustrated in Fig. 2.10. It is a delicate balance to find the optimal
operation point where a PA can achieve maximum efficiency without compromising signal
quality due to degradation in linearity.
As wireless communication networks have evolved to meet the demand of growing data
traffic, the linearity requirement for RF PAs has become more stringent due to the complex
modulation schemes and advanced access technology. At the same time, efforts to achieve
higher efficiency have pushed the PA towards operation regions with more pronounced
nonlinearity. The use of advanced PA topologies and techniques introduces additional
distortion mechanisms and the widening of signal bandwidths further complicates the sit-
uation. Thus, an approach emerged where the linearity-efficiency tradeoff was no longer
addressed only at the RF PA, but also at the system level through the use of lineariza-
tion techniques. Linearization systems have seen rapid development and wide adoption in
today’s wireless communication systems, playing a vital role in the transmitter system’s
ability to achieve high efficiency and linearity.
2.4 Linearization Techniques
As per the discussion in previous sections, RF PAs face increasing challenges in meeting
both the contradictory requirements of efficiency and linearity. Linearization systems aim
to relax the constraints on the PA by providing a system-level solution to counteract the







Figure 2.11: Block diagram of a feedback linearization technique
.
advanced architecture. Many PA linearization techniques such as feedback, feedforward
and predistortion have been developed [49]. Over the years, DPD systems, being highly
effective, inherently adaptive and readily integrable with existing transmitter architectures,
have become the predominant linearization systems in use. This section provides a review of
these linearization techniques, starting with an overview of different families of linearization
techniques, followed by a detailed review of the DPD system.
2.4.1 Feedback Techniques
The feedback technique has been widely used in analog circuits to stabilize the gain of an
amplifier. It is also used in RF PAs where the output is constantly tracked and corrected
through a negative feedback mechanism, such that the gain of the PA is maintained un-
changed despite changes in output power [50]. Following classical feedback theory, the gain







where Ao is the open loop gain of the amplifier and β is the feedback factor. The larger the
feedback loop gain 1 + βAo, the more stable the closed loop gain A is with respect to the
open loop gain Ao of the amplifier–hence, there is greater linearity. However, this comes
at the price of lower gain as A decreases with larger feedback loop gains.
For a PA operating at an RF frequency, the open loop gain Ao is not very high, and
a large feedback factor β is often avoided due to stability concerns. Hence, this direct
feedback form is rarely used in practice. The indirect feedback technique as shown in







Figure 2.12: Block diagram of a feedforward linearization technique.
used to modify the input to reduce the distortion. Alternative solutions using Cartesian
feedback, which uses the in-phase and quadrature components of the signal, have also been
used. This approach removes the need for a phase shifter. Another major disadvantage of
the feedback technique is its limited bandwidth, as it is difficult to maintain the required
phase of the feedback signal (180°) across a wide frequency band for the feedback circuits.
The benefits of negative feedback quickly diminish as the phase of the feedback signal
deviates from the optimal; the approach can even lead to instability if the feedback signal
phase results in positive feedback.
2.4.2 Feedforward Techniques
The feedforward linearization technique is built around the principle of active distortion
cancellation [51]. The signal is amplified in the main PA and the distortion of the output
is then feedforward with 180° phase shift and combined destructively with the output from
the PA. The typical configuration of a feedforward system is illustrated in Fig. 2.12. The
input and output of the main PA are sensed through a set of couplers and compared. The
comparison is done by first matching the sensed input and output signals in magnitude
but with opposite phase through a series of attenuators and phase shifters. The signals
are then combined to extract the error signal containing the distortion information. The
error signal obtained in this way is then amplified linearly through an auxiliary amplifier
to match the magnitude of the distortion in the main path. The phase and group delay of
the two paths are carefully adjusted through delay elements and phase shifters to ensure a
destructive combining at the output of the system. In this way, the distortion of the main
PA is cancelled, leaving only the desired linear component to be transmitted.
Feedforward linearization systems have very good distortion cancellation over a wide








Figure 2.13: The principle of predistortion linearization techniques.
disadvantage of the feedforward technique is its high power overhead that leads to low
overall efficiency of the system, limiting the benefits of using it for PA linearization. This
is mainly due to the power consumption of the auxiliary amplifier, which needs to maintain
high linearity in order to accurately amplify the error signal. Such an auxiliary amplifier
is usually biased in class A and operates in deep backoff, leading to very low efficiency
and high power consumption. The power consumption of the auxiliary amplifier increases
as the distortion in the main PA worsens. Combining at the output of the main PA also
incurs non-negligible insertion losses. The losses due to the couplers, phase shifters and
combining networks further decrease the overall efficiency of the system. The complexity
of implementation and difficulties integrating with existing amplifiers, together with the
power overhead, limit the adoption of feedforward linearization techniques for RF PAs used
in wireless communication networks.
2.4.3 Predistortion Techniques
Contrary to cancelling the distortion afterwards as in the feedforward approach, predistor-
tion techniques seek to engineer the input signal fed to the PA to counteract the distortion
effects such that the output is linear with respect to the original signal [50]. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.13, the input signal is first processed by a predistortion engine, which itself has
a nonlinear transfer function that is the inverse of the PA distortion. The output signal
from the predistortion engine is such that, when amplified through the PA and subject to
its distortion, it results in a combined transfer function that is linear.
The desired nonlinear function can be realized in various ways. Early work in the
predistortion linearization field relied on the unique nonlinear characteristics of analog and
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RF devices, such as Schottky diodes that have an exponential response. Tuning can be
done through the sizing and biasing of the device, and a more accurate approximation of
the desired nonlinear function can be achieved by using multiple devices. Memory effects
can also be modelled through the use of multiple branches with delay taps. As progress
in wireless communication technologies imposes more stringent linearity requirements and
wider signal bandwidths, DPD has become more popular, taking advantage of the rapid
increase in computation power offered by the digital signal processers (DSPs) in nano-scale
process technologies. The inverse functions are typically modelled as families of polynomial
functions of the Volterra series due to the ease of implementation. Coefficients for these
models are founded based on the theoretical framework of pth-order inverses of nonlinear
systems which has shown that the pre-inverse of a nonlinear system is identical to its post-
inverse [53]. ANN-based models, used for PA behaviour modelling, can also be used as
DPD engines in a similar fashion.
DPD has benefited from rapid advancements in digital integrated circuit technology, as
its power consumption has been reduced with each new generation of process technology
node. Its digital nature means its performance has good immunity to analog distortion in
the components, and also makes it readily integrable with the baseband processor. Thus,
DPD has been widely adopted in industry and is the dominant form of linearization solution
used in wireless communication networks currently.
2.5 Literature Review on Predistortion Techniques
With a focus on mobile data, PA linearization techniques–in particular DPD–have at-
tracted increasing attention from both academic and industrial researchers. Aiming to
improve the linearization capability, reduce power and cost overhead, as well as address
new distortion mechanisms introduced by advanced PA or MIMO systems, a wide range of
research objectives have been pursued, ranging from novel architectures for the predistor-
tion system, new formulations of the predistortion engine, advanced feedback and training
methods, and implementation optimization of the predistortion system. The rest of this
section presents an overview of the predistortion system, followed by a review of recent
research efforts in the abovementioned areas as researchers continue to improve the pre-















Figure 2.14: Block diagram of a predistortion system
2.5.1 Overview of Digital Predistortion Techniques
DPD systems have become the most popular linearization approach thanks to their ex-
cellent linearization capability, ability to track changing PA conditions, ease of implemen-
tation, and ability to be integrated with baseband systems. A typical DPD system, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.14, consists of three main building blocks:
1. the predistortion engine that applies the predistortion function
2. the feedback path that monitors the PA output
3. the training module that identifies the parameters of the predistortion engine
Predistortion Engine
The predistortion engine is responsible for applying the desired predistortion function to
the input signal. As an inverse of the PA nonlinearity, the predistortion function is typically
selected from families of polynomial functions from the Volterra series or as a particular
realization of ANN. In most DPD implementations, the predistortion engine uses a fixed
set of basis or kernels but allows the coefficients to be updated to adapt to changing PA
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conditions. The selection of the basis or kernels has attracted active research interest as it
determines the linearization capability of the DPD system.
Due to the nonlinear nature of the predistortion function, the output of the predis-
tortion engine experiences spectrum expansion similar to that experienced by a nonlinear
PA, as illustrated in Fig. 2.14. Thus, the input and output of the predistortion engine
need to be oversampled to capture the entire expanded bandwidth–typically 5 times the
signal bandwidth in most practical applications. As the predistortion engine in on the
transmission data path, it needs to compute the results in real time to keep up with the
data throughput. This, combined with the oversampling, translates into a large amount of
computation at high speed, making the predistortion engine the most critical component
in the predistortion system as it needs to be operating all the time and dominates the
power consumption. As the output of the predistortion engine is converted into an analog
signal using a set of digital-to-analog converters (DACs), the high sampling rate required
by the predistorted signal means the DACs also needs to support a high data rate, result-
ing in additional cost and power consumption. Hence, the efficient implementation of a
predistortion engine in terms of optimized hardware resource usage and power is also an
important area under research.
Feedback Path
The feedback path is responsible for monitoring the output of the PA and capturing the
output signals for the training module to update the coefficients used in the predistortion
engine. In a typical predistortion system, the feedback path follows the standard receiver
design, with the PA output attenuated, then down-converted and filtered before being
sampled by an ADC. Hence, the feedback path is also referred to as the TOR.
This TOR has more stringent requirements compared to the receiver used in the trans-
mission system, particularly in terms of linearity and bandwidth. Very high linearity is
required of the TOR, because any distortion in the TOR will be mixed with the PA distor-
tion and cannot be distinguished by the training algorithm, thus degrading the linearization
performance of the predistortion system. Large bandwidth is also required, since conven-
tional designs require the TOR to capture the full spectrum of the in-band distortion that
is typically 5 times the signal bandwidth. As the signal bandwidth increases, these require-
ments become more demanding, and wideband down-converters and high speed ADCs are
needed. The frequency dispersion of the receiver across the signal bandwidth, as well as




The training module is responsible for identifying the coefficients used in the predistortion
engine to linearize the PA. Training can be performed offline to provide an initial guess for
the predistortion, assuming a particular operation condition. However, PA distortion can
change over time due to changes in operation condition such as temperature and supply
voltage as well as wearing of the device, and the initial set of coefficients may become
suboptimal. Thus, a training module becomes an essential part of the DPD system for
real-time online updates of the coefficients in response to changes in PA nonlinearity to form
a close-loop adaptive linearization system. The training module is turned on to update
the engine coefficients only if there is a need to do so due to changes in PA operating
conditions. The convergence speed and computational complexity of the training algorithm
are of major concern, with the power consumption coming as a secondary consideration.
Typically implemented in software, the training module is closely coupled with the for-
mulation of the predistortion engine, as well as the feedback path. For predistortion models
with linear-in-parameter, such as those families of polynomials based on Volterra series,
conventional LSs estimation can be used. For other families of predistortion models that
do not have such a linear relationship between the output and the model coefficients, such
as the Wiener model or ANN, more complicated search and optimization techniques have
to be used. The LSs estimation has good convergence characteristics and fast computation
and is favoured compared to other methods.
2.5.2 Architectures of Predistortion Engine
While the DPD system implements the predistortion engine in the digital domain and
applies it to the baseband signal, there are many other forms of predistortion besides
the popular DPD system. As illustrated in Fig. 2.15, the predistortion function can be
synthesized in the digital, analog or RF domains and can be applied to the signal in
baseband or RF. Depending on whether the nonlinear function is synthesized in digital
or analog and how the predistortion function is applied to the signal, the predistortion
technique can be categorized into one of five different kinds as summarized in Table 2.1:
(1) Digital Predistortion
In a DPD system, the nonlinear function is synthesized in the digital domain and the pre-













Figure 2.15: Classification of predistortion engines.
Table 2.1: Summary of the different classes of predistortion engine
Class of predistortion Synthesize Domain Application Domain
(1) Digital Predistortion (DPD) Digital Baseband
(2) RF Predistortion (RFPD) Analog RF
(3) Analog Predistortion (APD) Analog Baseband
(4) Digital/RF Predistortion (DRFPD) Digital RF
(5) Analog/RF Predistortion (ARFPD) Analog RF
processing power of DSP devices, thanks to rapid technology scaling, the DPD system has
become the most popular predistortion system because of its power, linearization capa-
bilities, and the ease of implementation. It has evolved from a simple lookup-table-based
implementation [54] to sophisticated Volterra-series-based polynomial or ANN-based en-
gines capable of handling wideband and multi-band signals [40, 55, 56, 44, 57].
Recent developments in 5G wireless technology have created additional challenges for
the predistortion engine. The large number of PAs in the antenna arrays for mm-wave sys-
tems challenge the original concept of one predistortion engine per PA, requiring further
innovation in the modelling. On the other hand, with significant increases in signal band-
width, the data throughput needed by the predistortion engine can exceed the maximum
clock frequency of digital circuits, calling for new implementation strategies. In addition,
the power overhead of DPD increases with the signal bandwidth and does not scale down
with the PA output level. This becomes a significant factor for small-cell base stations


























Figure 2.16: Block diagram of a digital/RF predistortion system.
(2) RF Predistortion and (3) Analog Predistortion
In an RF predistortion system, both the nonlinear function and application is in RF. In
the analog predistortion engine, the nonlinear function is synthesized in analog and the
predistorted signals are generated in analog as well. These full analog solutions achieve
really low power consumption by removing all digital circuits [58, 59, 60, 61]. Static
polynomials with nonlinearity orders of up to 5 are synthesized using analog circuits and
applied directly to the intermediate frequency (IF) or RF signals. While being truly low-
powered solutions, their practical adoption has been hindered by their limited linearization
capacity in regards to static nonlinearity, and the lack of a viable solution to address
memory effects.
(4) Digital/RF Predistortion
In a digital/RF predistortion scheme, the nonlinear function is synthesized in the digital
domain and is applied to the RF signal through a vector multiplier. [62, 63, 64]. It accepts
an RF input and generates a predistorted RF output, which is advantageous in situations



















Figure 2.17: Block diagram of an analog/RF predistortion system.
engine is still implemented in the digital domain, which means it faces the same problem
as DPD. The block diagram of a DRFPD system is shown in Fig. 2.16.
(5) Analog/RF Predistortion
In an analog/RF predistortion scheme, the nonlinear function is synthesized in analog
while the predistortion is happening in RF [65, 66]. Similar to the DRFPD concept, the
ARFPD engine generates the predistortion signal using a low-power analog engine that
implements a polynomial predistortion function capable of handling memory effects. The
vector multipliers then apply the predistortion function to the RF signal. The ARFPD
engine eliminates the power hungry DPD engine and reduce the bandwidth requirement
of the DAC, at the cost of additional analog hardware such as the analog predistortion
engine and the RF vector multipliers. It retains the flexibility and performance of a DPD
engine while leveraging the low-power nature of analog circuits. This framework has been
investigated recently in an ARFPD system capable of linearizing PAs with up to 20 MHz
modulated signals while consuming as little as 0.2 W of power has been reported [66].
The linearization capacity of the aforementioned work is still limited, however, due to the
difficulty of designing a predistortion model of comparable linearization capacity to DPD
using analog hardware. A block diagram of an ARFPD system is shown in Fig. 2.17.
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2.5.3 Predistortion Function Formulation
Regardless of the class of predistortion engine, the formulation of the predistortion function
is critical to the linearization capability. As the inverse of the PA distortion, the predistor-
tion function is also a weakly nonlinear function with fading memory. It is not surprising
that many of the behaviour models in Sec. 2.3.2 for the PA can be used as predistortion
functions.
While there are many types of behaviour models for nonlinear systems, for the purpose
of PA linearization there are certain features that are desirable in the PA distortion model:
 The model should be in the discrete time domain as communication signals are often
sampled and processed in digital circuits.
 The model should have good modelling capacity and handle both static nonlinearity
and memory effects.
 The model should be robust and able to fit different types of PAs under various
operation conditions.
 The model should work on the baseband complex envelope of the signal for compat-
ibility with communication signals and to bring benefit of reduced sampling require-
ments.
 The model should be easy to train to allow fast adaptation. In particular, the feature
of linear-in-parameter, meaning the output of the model is linear with respect to the
modelling coefficients, is highly desirable as linear system identification algorithms
such as least squares can be used to extract such coefficients.
Among the many models of nonlinear systems, there are only a few that display all of
the above identified desirable features [67]. The Volterra series discussed previously fits
perfectly as the ideal model for predistortion and has seen widespread usage. On the other
hand, models based on ANN [45, 46, 47], Hammerstein [68] or Wiener structures [39],
though powerful in terms of modelling capability, require complicated and costly training
algorithms to obtain the coefficients.
As discussed before, a major disadvantage of the Volterra series formulation is that
the number of kernels increases exponentially with nonlinearity order and memory depth.
Thus, for ease of implementation as well as to reduce the complexity, many forms of
polynomials-based predistortion models have been researched. These range from simple
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memoryless models to more sophisticated schemes capable of handling significant memory
effects [69, 70]. Memory polynomial (MP) [40] is a popular model, the baseband equivalent






ai,jx̃[n− i]|x̃[n− i]|j, (2.14)
where x̃[n] and ũ[n] are baseband samples before and after the predistortion, ai,j are the
complex model coefficients, N is the nonlinearity order, and M is the memory depth. It
can be viewed as including only basis on the main diagonal axis of the Volterra series, and
consists of multiple polynomials of the current and delayed signals.
The lack of cross terms from the delayed inputs in the MP formulation limits its perfor-
mance and leads to over-modelling and numerical stability issues in practice. To address
such issues, the generalized memory polynomial (GMP) formulation [41, 71] expands on
the concept of MP to include more basis along the main diagonal, and introduces cross-
terms as products of the current and lagging or leading envelopes, using both positive and






















cklmx̃[n− l]|x̃[n− l +m]|k. (2.15)
Here, KaLa are the number of coefficients for the aligned signal and envelope (memory
polynomial); KbLbMb are the number of coefficients for the signal and lagging envelope;
and KcLcMc are the number of coefficients for the signal and leading envelope. The
GMP formulation achieves better performance at the cost of significant complexity and
computational demands.
To improve linearization performance while maintaining relatively low complexity, the
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Pruning of the Volterra series can also be performed, as in dynamic deviation reduction
Volterra (DDR-Volterra) [42]. It is based on eliminating Volterra bases with high dynamic
order.
On the other hand, to simplify the implementation of the predistortion engine, the
envelope memory polynomial (EMP) [73] is proposed as







Its formulation is based on the envelope of the past signal only, and results in a much
friendlier form for circuit implementation.
The introduction of MIMO in 5G with large numbers of PAs and antennas in a closely
packed form creates new distortion mechanisms and has inspired new research efforts.
Research work in [74, 75, 76, 77] focused on investigating the distortion mechanisms and
forming new engine formulations to linearize each PA. The cross-over DPD model proposed
in [74] models the crosstalk before the PA and directly cancels it and a different pruned
memory polynomial is proposed for more efficient realization [75]. A dual-input with
crosstalk and mismatch model (DI-CTMM) DPD is proposed by [77] to simplify the DPD
formulation by using the CTMM to model the crosstalk. More recent studies [78, 79]
have focused on linearizing the entire array instead of individual PA elements. They have
demonstrated that, in the case of RF/hybrid beamforming arrays, a SISO DPD model
can be used to linearize the main-beam signal using a far-field probing receiving antenna,





















Figure 2.18: Block diagram of the indirect learning (a) and direct learning (b) architecture.
2.5.4 Feedback and Training
The feedback path and training algorithm are closely coupled to provide updates to the pre-
distortion engine coefficients. Increasing bandwidth in communication signals has pushed
the TOR towards its limits, as the ADCs struggles to provide sufficient sampling rate to
capture the full bandwidth of the expanded PA distortion. Thus, new techniques to reduce
the bandwidth and sampling rate requirements are under active investigation.
The training algorithm can be broadly categorized into direct and indirect learning
architectures, as illustrated in Fig. 2.18. The indirect learning architecture, as shown in
Fig. 2.18a, is based on the theoretical framework of pth-order inverses that shows the pre-
inverse model is the same as the post-inverse for a nonlinear system [53]. The post-inverse
model of the PA is first estimated using the PA’s input and output. The coefficients for
the post-inverse model are then used in the predistortion engine that implements the same
model as the pre-inverse. An indirect learning algorithm can achieve good linearization
performance after the first iteration, but iterations can be performed to converge on the
optimal linearization results.
The direct learning architecture, as shown in Fig. 2.18b, tries to minimize the difference
between the original input and the normalized output [80]. The output and the input are
compared and the error is used to estimate the updates of the coefficients. Iterations are
then performed until the coefficients converge to the optimal value that minimizes the
measured error. A typical LSs estimator, commonly found in adaptive signal processing,
such as the least mean square (LMS) or recursive least square (RLS) could be used.
Direct learning has seen increasing popularity in recent years. This is partly due to
its better performance for wideband signals, as indirect learning is affected by the large
amount of noise in PA output measurements that can lead to production of biased results.
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A more attractive feature of the direct learning approach is its ability to enable sub-Nyquist
sampling–allowing for a significant reduction in the ADC sampling rate in the TOR. In
[81], the distortion of the feedback path is first characterized with the PA bypassed, and
then used to restore the PA output from the under-sampled signal. This approach not only
requires a PA-bypass circuit, but forward modelling of the PA is needed to characterize
and compensate for the distortion of the feedback path. In [82, 83, 84], the PA output is
filtered first to limit the bandwidth, reducing the ADC sampling rate required to capture
it. This also reduces the linearization bandwidth of the DPD system, as part of the PA
distortion is filtered out and not captured by the TOR. An alternative approach is proposed
in [85, 86, 87, 88], where the ADC captures the aliased output with a sub-Nyquist sampling
rate. Training algorithms are then used to extract the coefficients for the DPD engine from
the sub-Nyquist signals and the full-rate input signal. Other works approach the problem
by using only the real part of the signal to train the coefficients as presented in [89, 90].
MIMO systems present unique challenges to the feedback path, as there are many PAs
and antennas in the system with PA crosstalk and antenna cross-coupling creating new
mechanisms of distortion. In [77], the output of each PA is coupled out and captured
separately, then used to train the CTMM that is fed to every dual-input DPD, resulting in
very high system complexity. A similar TOR structure is used in [78], but the results are
combined using digital anti-beamforming to compute the main-beam signal for training
purposes. The other approach considers using an over-the-air (OTA) receiver to capture
the far-field main beam of the array [79]. In [91], the same OTA setup is used to compute
the integrated linear crosstalk model (ICTM), which is later used to compute the linear
crosstalk signals for each predistortion block for each sub-array in hybrid beamforming.
Using a receiver in the same array as a feedback is proposed in [92], with multiple near
field antennas used as diversity feedback to estimate the combined output.
2.5.5 Hardware Implementation of Predistortion System
Besides theoretical works on predistortion function, feedback, and training methods, the
hardware implementation of a real-time adaptive predistortion system also deserves atten-
tion. While research into ARFPD systems [59, 58, 60, 61, 65, 66] discussed previously
inherently has closely coupled theory and implementation, in the more popular DPD sys-
tems the implementation details of the predistortion engine are often taken for granted
and simulated in software. Except in the early dates in DPD development, advances in
digital circuitry offer more than sufficient computational power for predistortion engines,
and their hardware implementation has received limited research attention since. Yet, with
the dramatically higher demands of 5G systems, particularly mm-wave systems, it becomes
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difficult to satisfy the computation needs for DPD engines even with powerful high-speed
DSPs built with advanced nano-scale process technology. To compensate for nonlinear
distortion in RF PAs, the predistorted signal needs to be oversampled by a significant
factor (typically 5 times the signal bandwidth) to compensate for the expanded bandwidth
caused by intermodulation. For example, to support 5G NR mm-wave communication sig-
nals with >400 MHz modulation bandwidths, conventional DPD implementations would
need digital circuits and data converters supporting bandwidths in the gigahertz, which
are close to or beyond the limits of today’s digital circuits. Such requirements render the
hardware implementation of real-time massive MIMO DPD difficult, and ultimately can
result in major energy and cost overhead in the underlying hardware.
Several works have studied the hardware implementation of DPD systems with the
goal of improving hardware efficiency, [93, 94, 95, 96, 97] being recent examples. In [93], a
new technique for implementing Volterra series-based DPDs was proposed. This technique
combines EMP and multiplication, together with time division multiplexing to reduce the
hardware resources required. Alternatively, the authors in [94] proposed a DPD system
with a reduced sampling rate using a new aliasing cancellation scheme for minimizing its
power consumption at the expense of a slight increase in the complexity. Such work allows
wideband signals to be linearized on an FPGAs with a lower clock frequency by focusing
on the limited linearization bandwidth while sacrifice performance outside the linearization
bandwidth. In [95], a DPD implementation using a feedback complexity-reduced Volterra-
series (fCRV) model is described. By using a memoryless nonlinear block with an auxiliary
memory compensation feedback filter, the overall hardware resource requirement can be
significantly reduced. In [96], a multiple EMP DPD architecture based on the partial least-
squares regression method is presented. It uses bilinear interpolation and extrapolation to
implement the 3-D distributed memory EMP architecture. Finally, in [97], a cross-term
enabled DPD model is implemented using piece-wise magnitude-selective affine functions
as the nonlinear block, with significantly reduced resource usage. However, all of these
works assume a serial digital input data stream for the DPD engine, effectively limiting
their data rate to the maximum clock rate of the digital circuits. Modern system-on-chips
(SOCs) based on FPGAs typically have data path maximum clock frequencies in the range
of several hundred megahertz–far below the required rate for wideband DPD systems.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the use of linearization systems as a way to improve the efficiency of RF
PAs were reviewed. The efficiency and linearity of PAs have been well studied. It has
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been shown that conventional PAs will have low efficiencies when transmitting modern
communication signals with high PAPR. Backoff efficiency enhancement techniques such
as drain modulation and load modulation, as well as other efficiency enhancement meth-
ods like outphasing and digital PAs offer some benefits but further complicate the PA
linearity problem as they introduce additional distortion mechanisms. At the same time,
advancements in modern wireless communication networks are calling for RF PAs with
high efficiency, ultra-wide bandwidth and very good linearity. Hence, PA linearization sys-
tems have been widely adopted as they compensate for various PA distortions and allow
the PA to operate in the high efficiency region and use advanced architecture.
Various methods of PA linearization have been developed, among them the DPD system
has seen wide adoption due to its excellent linearization capability, ease of implementation
and ability to be integrated with the base system. Yet, advancements in wireless technology
seeking small-cells with reduced PA output and the dramatically increased signal band-
width in 5G mm-wave systems, pose new challenges to the DPD solution. In particular,
the expanded bandwidth of the PA distortion and the corresponding predistortion func-
tion require a high oversampling rate in the DPD engine and TOR, incurring high power
overhead and cost. A field of active research interest, the challenges are being tackled from
multiple directions. There is renewed interest in analog/RF predistortion as a replacement
for small-cell base stations, taking advantage of the low power nature of analog circuits. Yet
system level designs that reduce hardware complexity, particularly for analog implementa-
tion, while maintaining good linearization capability are still needed. New formulations of
the predistortion function continue to be investigated, with newer models being capable of
handling complex distortion caused by wide signal bandwidths and interactions in MIMO
systems. There are also significant developments in feedback and training methods, largely
focused on breaking away from conventional Nyquist rate sampling of the PA output and
enabling proper coefficient updating with significantly reduced ADC sampling rates in the
TOR. Finally, the hardware implementation of the predistortion system has once again be-
come an important research focus as the required computation of the predistortion engine
has started to exceed the limits provided by the digital circuitry available.
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Chapter 3
Digitally Assisted Analog Radio
Frequency Predistortion System
3.1 Introduction
In conventional base stations, RF PAs usually use advanced efficiency enhancement tech-
niques and operate in the high efficiency low linearity region. Distortions within the PA
are usually corrected for using DPD systems, for which the power consumption remains
constant regardless of PA output power. This is a desirable feature for macro-cell base
stations with PA output powers of hundreds of Watts. However, the push for higher data
rates has led to shrinking cell sizes and small-cell base stations with reduced output powers
in the range of a few Watts. The constant power overhead of DPD systems becomes a
disadvantage instead in this case, reducing the overall efficiency of the transmitter system.
To address the challenges imposed by small-cell base stations in modern communica-
tion networks, and to overcome the limitations of existing PA linearization solutions, new
architectures for low-power wideband PA linearization are required. Analog and RF predis-
tortion techniques have received renewed attention thanks to their low power consumption.
Yet, conventional analog or RF predistortion techniques [58, 59, 60, 61] have limited lin-
earization performance and lack a viable solution to address memory effects. The ARFPD
technique [65, 66] shows promising results through the use of an analog predistortion en-
gine, but its linearization performance is still hindered by the difficulty of implementing a
predistortion model of comparable linearization capacity to DPD using analog hardware.
This chapter attempts to address such problems by introducing the DA-ARFPD archi-



















Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the analog/RF predistortion system.
tation complexity for the analog predistortion engine while maintaining good linearization
capacity and low power overhead for sub-6 GHz small-cell base stations. While the pro-
posed model is no longer linear-in-parameter in general, a new parameter identification
algorithm is proposed for the training module to allow linear time computation of the
model coefficients. A DA-ARFPD test bench, including the key components such as IQ
modulators and RF vector multiplier, is devised to realistically assess the performance of
the proposed model and training algorithm in the presence of actual analog hardware.
3.2 Linear Filter Assisted Envelope Memory Polyno-
mial Model Overview
In an ARFPD system, as shown in Fig. 3.1, the generation of predistorted signals usually
involves two steps: a) synthesis of a nonlinear function (e.g., MP) that is complementary
to the distortion of the PA and b) application of the synthesized predistortion function
output to the RF input signal to generate the required predistorted outputs.
One popular approach to address the memory effects is to use the MP model whose
conventional baseband equivalent discrete representation is expressed in (2.14) Reformu-
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lating the MP of (2.14) in the continues time domain for the ARFPD scheme, the RF









Re[x̃(t− τi)ejωtfi(|x̃(t− τi)|)] (3.1)




where fi() is a nonlinear function corresponding to a memory term of order i, and τi
denotes the time delay. The block diagram corresponding to (3.1) is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
The envelope signals |x̃(t)| are generated by the envelope detector followed by analog
delay elements (D), and the delayed RF inputs are generated using RF delay elements
(RF-D). The many RF-D elements and vector multipliers required for this architecture
would consume a large amount of physical space and increase the hardware complexity. To
simplify the hardware implementation, attempts have been made to remove the dependency
of the memory paths on receiving phase information from the preceding input signals by
using the envelopes of the signals only. The EMP in [73] is one such approach. The






The performance of the EMP predistorter is assessed using a wideband GaN DPA.
Measurement results indicate that the performance of the EMP model is adequate when
the signal bandwidth is limited to 20 MHz, but it significantly degrades as the modulation
bandwidth extends beyond that. Such shortcomings of EMP model are attributed to its
limited ability to model the linear memory distortion. To illustrate the point, the measured
AM/AM and AM/PM plots of the GaN DPA, and those predicted by EMP, are shown in
Fig. 3.3[98]. It is clear that the EMP model results have good agreement with the measured
data at high input powers where the nonlinearity of the PA is more pronounced, but fails
to predict the distortion at low powers where the linear memory distortion dominates (also
where there is wider signal bandwidth).
This limitation of EMP is a result of the simplification used to derive the its expression
from the Volterra series. The simplification assumes flat behaviour by the fundamental
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the MP function when applied to the ARFPD.
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Figure 3.3: AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics, measured and modelled using the EMP
model of a GaN DPA driven with a 20 MHz WCDMA signal at 2 GHz.
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and its harmonics [99], and that the passband of the PA is much larger than the RF signal
bandwidth [100]. Wider modulation bandwidth signals challenge this narrowband assump-
tion. To accurately model and compensate for the memory effects, both the amplitude and
phase information of preceding signals are required[100].
To address the shortcomings of EMP, linear filter is added before the EMP engine
[98]. As shown in the block diagram in Fig. 3.4, the linear filter is implemented as a finite
impulse response (FIR) filter in digital baseband. The resultant signal from the linear filter
is then predistorted using EMP to compensate for the static and dynamic nonlinearities.
The advantages of the proposed FIR-EMP model in the DA-ARFPD setup over the
conventional MP model can be seen clearly by comparing Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4. The FIR
filter in the digital baseband can be clocked at a much lower speed than a full DPD, thus
requiring lower power overhead, as it must only cover the bandwidth of the baseband signal
rather than the typical five times factor imposed by a DPD. EMP is also much simpler to
realize in analog hardware than the MP based predistorter as it does not require multiple
RF delay elements and vector multipliers.
3.3 FIR-EMP Parameter Identification Algorithm
Challenges in Identifying the Parameters
In the proposed FIR-EMP scheme outlined in the previous section, the FIR filter block is
implemented in the digital domain and the EMP block is implemented in the RF domain.
The cascade of a linear filter and a highly nonlinear block makes identifying the respective
coefficients a major challenge.
The commonly used LS algorithm, popular for identifying the coefficients of a single-
block predistortion model (e.g., MP or low pass equivalent Volterra), cannot be used to
identify the respective coefficients of such a two-block nonlinear system due to the lack of
linear relationships between the coefficients and the output signals. One potential solution
is to use a nonlinear optimization algorithm such as the quasi-Newton method but this can
be computationally intensive and is not suitable for real-time applications.
Proposed Identification Algorithm
In this section, a small-signal-assisted parameter identification (SSAPI) algorithm is pro-






















Figure 3.5: Training scheme for identifying the coefficients of the FIR-EMP predistorter.
without resorting to nonlinear optimization.
The sample enveloped of the desired predistortion signal, x̃p[n], is generated by the











The forward DPD can be assumed to be the same as the post-distortion FIR-EMP block,
which is the inverse model of the PA, taking samples of the PA output envelope ỹ[n] and
outputting x̃p[n], as depicts in Fig. 3.5. Hence, the coefficients of the EMP aij and FIR












where ũ′[n] is the intermediate training data at the output of the FIR filter block, K is the
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According to (3.6), estimating the values of ck and aij generally requires an advanced
nonlinear optimization algorithm, which is possible but impractical in terms of the required
time and computation resources.
In the proposed SSAPI algorithm, the basic principle is to use a small-signal x̃pss[n] to
probe the linear memory effects of the nonlinear device, which avoids the static nonlinearity
and the nonlinear memory effects associated with the device, and leaves the linear memory
effects the dominant source of distortion. To illustrate this, assume that the magnitude of
the output ỹss[n] is small enough such that all of the higher order terms (e.g., j ⩾ 1) can



































i=0 ai0 is the linear gain, and can be absorbed by the FIR coefficients ck.
With (3.7), coefficients of the FIR filter block are estimated using the LS algorithm.
In order to obtain the small-signal training data, x̃pss[n] and ỹss[n], one obvious ap-
proach is to operate the PA at a significant backoff region, where the linear memory effects
dominate and the nonlinearity of the PA can generally be neglected. However, this obvious
approach has three limitations. First, the linear memory effects of the PA might change
due to a shift in the PA’s region of operation. Second, the small-signal stimulus requires a
high dynamic range in the transmitter observation receiver and the recorded samples could
be sensitive to measurement noise. Lastly, forcing the PA to operate in the small-signal
region necessitates off-line training and is not suitable for field applications.
In consideration of the aforementioned limitations, this obvious approach is deemed














Figure 3.6: Steps of the proposed SSAPI algorithm for the FIR-EMP predistorter (a) FIR
parameter identification using the forward model of the PA (b) EMP parameter identifi-
cation using the intermediate output of the FIR block.
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proposed that a forward model (e.g., Volterra) of the PA is estimated first, and the small-
signal training data (e.g., x̃pss[n] and ỹpss[n]) can be deduced using the forward model. As
the small-signal training data are obtained using the forward model in the software without
forcing the PA to operate at a significant backoff region, the aforementioned limitations
are less problematic. Fig. 3.6 summarizes the steps of the proposed SSAPI algorithm and
the detailed algorithm is presented below:
1. Estimate the coefficients of the PA forward model, using the conventional LS algo-
rithm from the sampled input and output of x̃p[n] and ỹ[n].
2. Compute the small-signal output ỹss[n], from the forward model, using a small-signal
stimulus x̃pss[n] as the input, as shown in 3.6(a).
3. Estimate the coefficients of the FIR block ck, using the conventional LS algorithm
based on x̃pss[n] and ỹss[n].
4. Compute the intermediate output of the FIR block ũ′[n], according to (3.5).
5. Estimate the coefficients of the EMP block aij, using the conventional LS algorithm
based on ũ′[n] and x̃p[n], as shown in 3.6(b).
Evaluation of the Proposed SSAPI Algorithm
In order to assess the validity of the proposed parameter identification algorithm, coef-
ficients of the FIR-EMP predistorter are estimated using 1) the quasi-Newton algorithm
from the MATLAB nonlinear optimization toolbox and 2) the proposed SSAPI algorithm.
The training data is the same test data used in Fig. 3.3. Out of the 50000 available points,
10000 points are used to train the proposed FIR-EMP model and the other 40000 points
are used for model validation purpose.
Fig. 3.7 compares the modelling NMSE versus the number of iterations corresponding
to the two algorithms. Note that each of the two algorithms takes approximately the same
computation time per iteration. According to Fig. 3.7, the proposed SSAPI algorithm
achieved an NMSE of -41.8 dB and only requires one iteration. In contrast, the nonlinear
optimization requires ∼14000 iterations to reach the same level of modelling accuracy.
It is worth mentioning that the described SSAPI algorithm is specifically proposed
for the FIR-EMP model and is fundamentally different from the well-known parameter
identification algorithm used by the Hammerstein or Wiener models [101, 68]. The two-
box Hammerstein or Wiener model that consists of a static nonlinearity and an FIR filter
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Figure 3.7: Modelling accuracy vs. the number of iterations for the quasi-Newton nonlinear
optimization and the proposed SSAPI algorithm.
is typically trained by first identifying the static nonlinearity, either through a CW test
[101] or a moving average method [68], before the FIR block can be identified. However,
in the case of the proposed FIR-EMP model, the linear and nonlinear memory effects
modelled by the FIR and EMP blocks respectively, are coupled and cannot be separated
for conventional CW testing or the moving average method. On the other hand, the
proposed SSAPI algorithm begins by first identifying a PA forward model, which is then
used to generate new sets of input-output signals at the small-signal, so that the FIR filter
coefficients can be identified. The coefficients of the EMP block are then identified using
typical LS algorithms.
3.4 Validation and Measurement Results
To realistically assess the performance of the proposed FIR-EMP model in an DA-ARFPD
system, a test bench including the key component is devised. Its corresponding block
diagram is shown in Fig. 3.8 and the photograph of the test bench is shown in Fig. 3.9. The
test bench consists of five main parts: the DSP unit, IQ modulator, RF vector multiplier,











































Figure 3.8: Block diagram of the DA-ARFPD engine test bench and the PAs under test.
Figure 3.9: Photograph of the DA-ARFPD measurement setup.
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The DSP unit synthesizes the predistortion function (i.e., FIR-EMP) and generates the
corresponding signals in the digital baseband. Two Keysight N8241A arbitrary waveform
generators (AWGs) are synchronized using the same sampling clock (625 MHz). AWG-1
sends the baseband analog in-phase and quadrature signals I(t) and Q(t) to the transmitter
(ADL5375) for up-conversion. AWG-2 generates baseband signals Ic(t) andQc(t) and sends
them to the RF vector multiplier (ADL5390) in order to apply the predistortion function
to the incoming RF signal. The output of the PA under test is captured using a Keysight
N9030A signal analyzer with a maximal observation bandwidth of 160 MHz. All the
equipment is synchronized using a 10 MHz reference clock.
Compared to a complete DA-ARFPD system, the current test bench implements the
major RF building blocks (i.e., IQ modulator and RF vector multiplier) but uses an emu-
lated predistortion engine. Although implementation of the predistortion engine in hard-
ware is feasible, this function would require a dedicated integrated circuit design. As a
proof-of-concept evaluation, the described DA-ARFPD test bench is used to evaluate the
proposed FIR-EMP model at the system level.
The proposed FIR-EMP model and the proposed SSAPI algorithm are evaluated in
the DA-ARFPD test bench described previously to linearize different PAs driven by var-
ious wideband and intra-band carrier-aggregated signals. Two PAs under test are used,
consisting of:
1. A GaN push-pull PA with 85-W peak envelope power operating at a carrier frequency
of 900 MHz (PA1) [102]
2. A GaN DPA with 20-W peak envelope power operating at a carrier frequency of 1.9
GHz (PA2)[103].
The nonlinearity order is found out to be 7 and the memory depth is found out to be 5
based on the PAs characteristics through iterative parameter sweeping.
For comparison purposes, a DPD test bench is also built. This DPD test bench is
identical to Fig. 3.8 but without the RF vector multiplier and AWG-2. Three predistortion
test cases are designed:
1. using the MP model in the DPD setup
2. using the dynamic deviation reduction based Volterra series (DDR-Volterra) model [42]
in the DPD setup
3. using the proposed FIR-EMP model in the DA-ARFPD setup.
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Table 3.1: Summary of the Linearization Performance of PA1 Driven by Wideband Mod-
ulated Signals
PA Under Test 85 Watt Push-Pull GaN PA (900 MHz)
Test Signals 20 MHz 30 MHz 40 MHz
Average Power (dBm) 38.2 38.8 38.6
Without PD
ACLR -32.8/-34.2 -34.2/-33.8 -34.7/-34.7
EVM 9.4% 8.0% 9.9%
DDR-Volterra
ACLR -55.1/-56.3 -57.5/-57.5 -52.4/-54.0
(DPD test bench) EVM 0.61% 0.52% 0.61%
MP
ACLR -49.2/-49.6 -51.7/-51.8 -47.0/-47.1
(DPD test bench) EVM 0.78% 0.71% 0.95%
FIR-EMP
ACLR -52.2/-51.8 -54.4/-54.2 -50.1/-51.3
(DA-ARFPD test bench) EVM 0.69% 0.67% 0.82%
The validity of the proposed FIR-EMP model is first assessed in the DA-ARFPD test-
bench to linearize PA1 and PA2, driven by two different wideband modulated signals:
1. A 20 MHz LTE-A signal with a PAPR of 8.9 dB
2. A 30 MHz 4-carrier 110011 wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) signal
with a PAPR of 8.6 dB.
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 summarize the linearization results for PA1 and PA2, re-
spectively, corresponding to the different test cases. The PA distortions (AM/AM and
AM/PM) corresponding to PA1 and PA2 driven under the 30 MHz signal are plotted in
Fig. 3.10 and 3.11. The output spectra of PA1 and PA2 under the three test cases are
plotted in Fig. 3.12 and 3.13.
For PA1, the proposed FIR-EMP model in the DA-ARFPD setup achieved an ACLR
improvement of 20 dBc when linearizing a 20 MHz LTE-A signal. Compared with the MP
model based DPD setup, up to 2.7 dB ACLR improvement is noticed.
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Table 3.2: Summary of the Linearization Performance of PA2 Driven by Wideband Mod-
ulated Signals
PA Under Test 20 Watt Doherty GaN PA (1900 MHz)
Test Signals 20 MHz 30 MHz 40 MHz 80 MHz
Average Power (dBm) 34.2 34.8 34.6 32.5
Without PD
ACLR -32.9/-30.9 -32.1/-30.5 -34.6/-31.6 -34.8/30.8
EVM 7.4% 7.7% 6.2% 9.6%
DDR-Volterra
ACLR -52.4/-51.9 -54.1/-52.5 -51.2/-49.8 -49.8/-48.5
(DPD test bench) EVM 0.87% 0.71% 0.82% 1.4%
MP
ACLR -47.6/-48.7 -50.2/-50.8 -46.7/-48.1 -45.0/-43.8
(DPD test bench) EVM 0.90% 1.20% 1.13% 3.5%
FIR-EMP
ACLR -53.1/-52.9 -54.8/-54.6 -50.3/-50.2 -48.0/-47.7
(DA-ARFPD test bench) EVM 0.76% 0.70% 0.85% 1.4%
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For PA2, the advantages of the proposed model are evident according to Table 3.2. The
ACLR measured using the proposed FIR-EMP are 4.6 dB better than the MP model based
DPD for the 30 MHz WCDMA signal. Linearization results from the DDR-Volterra model
are provided as the baseline for comparison, and the FIR-EMP model in the DA-ARFPD
test bench achieves comparable linearization capacity.
Fig. 3.13 shows the excellent linearization capacity of the proposed FIR-EMP model by
comparing the spectra recorded for PA2. The proposed FIR-EMP test case has significantly
lower in-band and out-of-band distortion compared to the spectra obtained using the MP
based DPD. It achieves comparable linearization results to the sophisticated DDR-Volterra
model based DPD setup.
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed FIR-EMP model under newer 4G
communication signals, a 40 MHz mixed standard carrier aggregated signal, consisting of
a 15 MHz 3-carrier WCDMA signal and a 15 MHz LTE-A signal with a combined PAPR
of 8.4 dB is synthesized.
For PA1, the proposed FIR-EMP in the DA-ARFPD test-bench achieves an ACLR
of -50.1 dBc, compared to an ACLR of -47 dBc found using the MP in DPD. For PA2,
the proposed FIR-EMP test case achieve an ACLR of -50.2 dBc, compared to the MP test
case which records an ACLR of -46.7 dBc. Compared with the sophisticated DDR-Volterra
model, the proposed FIR-EMP model achieves a similar level of linearization (i.e., about
-50 dBc ACLR).
To further assess the performance of the proposed FIR-EMP under even wider band-
widths, an 80 MHz mixed-standard intra-band carrier aggregated signal, consisting of a
20 MHz 4-carrier WCDMA signal and a 20 MHz LTE-A signal with a combined PAPR of
9.5 dB. As summarized in Table 3.2, when compared with the MP test case, the proposed
FIR-EMP model achieves a 4 dB improvement in the measured ACLR. Significant in-band
distortion is observed in the MP based DPD case, which leads to a high EVM of 3.5%
while the proposed FIR-EMP model has a measured EVM of 1.4%. The output spectra




Figure 3.10: (a) AM/AM and (b) AM/PM characteristics for PA1 without predistortion





Figure 3.11: (a) AM/AM and (b) AM/PM characteristics for PA2 without predistortion
(red) and with the proposed FIR-EMP in DA-ARFPD test bench (blue) of a 30 MHz
WCDMA signal.
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MP (DPD Test Bench)
DDR-Volterra 
(DPD Test Bench)
Figure 3.12: Output spectra of PA1 driven with 30 MHz bandwidth signal.
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MP (DPD Test Bench)
DDR-Volterra 
(DPD Test Bench)
Figure 3.13: Output spectra of PA2 driven with 30 MHz bandwidth signal.
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Figure 3.14: Output spectra of PA2 driven by 80 MHz signal.
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a DA-ARFPD system using the FIR-EMP model along with a linear SSAPI
algorithm were presented. A DA-ARFPD test bench, incorporating the major RF compo-
nents, was built to assess the validity of the proposed FIR-EMP scheme and the SSAPI
algorithm. It was demonstrated that the SSAPI algorithm can extract coefficients with
excellent modelling accuracy for the cascaded blocks of the FIR-EMP in a single iteration.
Measurement results have shown that the proposed FIR-EMP model using the SSAPI
algorithm can successfully linearize multiple PAs driven with various wideband and CA
signals of up to 80 MHz instantaneous bandwidths. Linearization performance comparable
to a DDR-Volterra based DPD scheme indicates the viability of the proposed FIR-EMP
model for implementing DA-ARFPD modules capable of mitigating the distortions exhib-
ited by PAs driven by communication signals with up to 80 MHz modulation bandwidths.
This confirms the potential of the DA-ARFPD approach as a very promising candidate for
the linearization of sub-6 GHz small-cell base station PAs, reducing the power overhead




Hardware Architecture for Enabling
Wideband Linearization of 5G
Transmitters
4.1 Introduction
One of the primary aims of 5G communication networks is to support enhanced mobile
broadband–high-speed wireless communication at data rates reaching over gigabits per
second. To meet the demands of such high data rates, 5G networks are expected to use
spectrum-efficient ultra-wideband signals with bandwidths in the range of hundreds of
megahertz at mm-wave frequencies. Massive MIMO systems that integrate a large number
of antennas, PAs and other RF elements will be the key technology to support efficient
transmission of such signals. Yet, with large numbers of PAs and close form factors,
conventional DPD solutions designed for single PAs are usually not practical. Studies in
[78, 79] have shown that a SISO DPD model can be used to linearize a mm-wave MIMO
transmitter, making DPD a viable solution for mm-wave systems in theory.
Yet, practical implementation of such DPD systems remains a difficult challenge. Over-
sampling, needed to cover the expanded bandwidth of the predistortion signal, means that
conventional DPD implementations would need digital circuits and data converters sup-
porting bandwidths in the gigahertz in order to support ultra-wideband modulation sig-
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of a typical DPD system.
MIMO DPD difficult, and ultimately can result in major energy and cost overhead in the
underlying hardware. This chapter aims to address such predistortion engine implemen-
tation problems and presents a novel scalable parallel-processing-based DPD engine that
dissociates the maximum linearization bandwidth from the maximum clock frequency of
the digital circuit, thus enabling linearization of ultra-wideband signals with conventional
digital circuits.
4.2 Parallel-Processing-Based Digital Predistortion En-
gine
Fig. 4.1 shows the architecture of a typical DPD system, consisting of a predistortion
engine, a TOR and a training module. The DPD engine processes the complex baseband
equivalent form of the original signal x̃n, and computes the desired predistorted signal ũn.
High-speed DACs convert the predistorted signal to the analog domain, and it is then
up-converted to mm-wave frequency. For adaptive control, the PA output y(t) is captured
by the TOR, which consists of a down-converter stage followed by high-speed ADCs. The
sampled output ỹn is then used in the training module to update the coefficients for the
DPD engine. The effect of PA nonlinearity creates spectral regrowth that occupies wider
bandwidth. The inverse function of the PA nonlinearity generated by the DPD engine is
also a nonlinearity function. The predistorted signal ũn required to cancel the PA distortion
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also occupies wider bandwidth, usually 3-5x the bandwidth of the original signal. For
example, to support wideband signals with modulation bandwidths of 800 MHz, both the
DPD engine and the DACs need to allow complex data occupying 2.4–4 GHz of bandwidth.
Despite the availability of high-speed DACs operating at multiple giga-samples per
second (GSPS), the DPD engine becomes a computational bottleneck due to its serial
processing architecture. Many modern-day DPD engines are based on pruned Volterra
series models that can be described as linear combinations of nonlinear basis functions










fk(x̃n, x̃n+1, . . . , x̃n+m) (4.2)
where x̃n and ũn are the nth samples of the input and predistorted signals respectively, M
is the memory depth of the DPD engine, ψmn+m is the collection of K basis with maximum
memory m, and ak,m, k ∈ K,m = 1, . . . ,M are the DPD engine coefficients. A typical
real-time implementation of such a DPD engine would process one sample of the input
signal per clock cycle and generate one sample of the predistorted signal per clock cycle.
To optimize hardware resource usage, the DPD engine can be divided into two parts:
the basis generation stage and the coefficient application stage. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2,
assuming a memory depth ofM = 5, the basis generation stage computes the value of each
basis from the input samples, with memory basis such as ψmn+m computed after the xn+m
has been consumed at the input. After inserting the buffers necessary for delay matching,
the basis values ψ0 to ψm from each memory branch are aligned together and fed to the
coefficient application stage. Here, each of them is multiplied by a corresponding DPD
coefficient and their summation yields un. Therefore, the maximum data throughput of
this architecture is limited by the maximum clock rate of the underlying digital processing
unit. Modern SOCs based on FPGAs, popular platforms for implementing DPD systems,
typically have data paths with maximum clock frequencies in the range of several hundred
megahertz. This is far below the required rate for wideband DPD systems. To achieve
higher data throughput with the same data-path clock frequency, it is essential to apply the
concept of parallelism and process multiple samples per clock cycle. Assuming a parallel
acceleration factor of F at the input side, F samples of input signal will be streamed
per clock cycle and F samples of the predistorted signal will need to be computed per
clock cycle, for every clock cycle. This can be understood as F synchronous branches of
interleaved samples with a sampling rate of 1/F . It is apparent from (4.2) that simply















         































Figure 4.2: Data flow diagram of conventional serial processing DPD engine, assuming
memory depth M = 5.
any DPD engine except a simple static model. For a DPD engine with memory depth M ,
each output sample un depends on theM input samples xn to xn+M , which are distributed
in the F branches. Thus a new DPD engine architecture is required to support parallel
processing.
To mitigate this issue, a new parallel processing DPD engine architecture is proposed,
as shown in Fig. 4.3. Using a parallel acceleration factor of F = 4 and a memory depth of
M = 5 as an example, the high-level data flow diagram of the proposed parallel processing
DPD engine is shown in Fig. 4.4. The basis generation stage has been split into two steps.
Each of the F samples of input signal is processed by a polynomial generation block with
K output such that
ϕkn = fk(x̃n) (4.3)
of each branch are computed, with the nonlinear polynomial function fk() usually taking
the form of even order power series
fk(x̃n) = |x̃n|2k (4.4)
for odd-order nonlinearities. The polynomial terms from all branches are then rearranged
and cross multiplied in the cross-bar block to compute the correct basis ψmn+m required
for each sample of the predistorted signal un of the respective branch. The coefficient
application stage for each output branch can then multiply the DPD coefficients with the







































Figure 4.3: Block diagram of proposed system with parallel processing DPD engine, having
parallel acceleration factor F and under-sampling feedback signal sampled at fRX and
sampled ỹ′m = ỹ(m×R/fs).
The detailed design and implementation of each block is tightly coupled with the design
of the preceding and following stages, and is best illustrated with an example. Consider a
DPD engine using the CRV model [43] as shown in (4.5), with non-linearity order N = 9,


























To ensure the resource and power efficiency of such an implementation, hardware optimiza-
tion techniques should be applied where possible. Here, costly complex value multiplication
can be delayed to latter stages by initially re-formulating the model to factor out the com-










































          
         
         

























   
 
   
 


















   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 










































   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
Figure 4.4: Data flow diagram of proposed parallel processing DPD engine, assuming
































































Figure 4.5: Detailed implementation of a section of the parallel-processing DPD engine
illustrating the pipelined polynomial generation, the cross-bar, and one branch of the
coefficient application stage.
This leaves only scalar-valued computation to be carried out on the envelope of the signal,
described by the |x̃n| and |x̃n−t| terms. With F parallel data streams, the in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) components of the signal, InF+1 to I(n+1)F and QnF+1 to Q(n+1)F , arrive
at the input of the DPD engine at each clock cycle. By following the standard practice of
choosing only odd order nonlinear terms, the nonlinear polynomial terms of the envelope
|x̃nF+1|i to |x̃(n+1)F |i will be even order. These even order polynomial terms are computed
by first summing the squares of I and Q, and then raising them to the ith order in a
pipeline fashion, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
The cross-bar block is placed after the polynomial generation blocks as it distributes
the necessary terms across branches. The cross-bar block consists of a number of input
buffer registers–one for every polynomial term from all branches–followed by a complicated
routing network, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The input buffers are serial-in parallel-out shift
registers of maximum depth D = ceil((M + F )/F ); there are a total of (N − 1)/2 × F .



































Figure 4.6: Block diagram of a sub-section of a simple cross-bar block with F = 2 and
M = 5, with routing for each branch shown in different color.
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branch. The routing between the input registers and the output ports is best carried out
systematically, as follows. First, name each input register position sii,f,d and output port
soi,f,t such that i is the power term order, f is the branch number, d is the depth inside
the input register, and t is the memory depth required at the output port. The mapping
from each soi,f,t to sii,f,d is therefore
isi = iso (4.7)
fsi = mod(M − tso + fso, F ) (4.8)
dsi = floor((M − tso + fso)/F ))−M + (tso) (4.9)
Additional buffers may be inserted to account for pipeline latency.
After the cross-bar block has redistributed the power terms, the DPD basis with cross-
terms such as |x̃n|i|x̃n−t|k can now be computed from the power terms. From (4.5), it is
apparent that different parts of the CRV model (i.e., at,i,kx̃[n]|x̃[n]|i|x̃[n−t]|k and bt,i,kx̃[n−
t]|x̃[n]|i|x̃[n − t]|k), contain the same envelope cross terms and do not require additional
computation. DPD coefficients are then applied to the envelope terms in a similar pipeline
fashion, with the results summed to generate the complex predistorted signals, unF+1 to
u(n+1)F , for all F branches.
Mm-wave PAs based on silicon processes have different distortion mechanisms than
PAs based on III-V devices such as gallium nitride (commonly used for sub-6 GHz PAs).
Based on the authors’ observations of silicon-based PA behavior, it is hypothesized that
the dynamic nonlinear memory effects in such PAs mainly depend on the envelope of the
signal. This would allow them to be linearized by a DPD engine using an envelope only
















This formulation has significantly fewer coefficients, meaning less hardware is used and
less power consumed. Even though the ECRV model does not have any linear memory
terms, such linear distortion can be treated as part of the channel and be equalized by the
receiver.
Additional device-specific optimizations can be carried out at this stage. For exam-
ple, on an FPGA platform, signals are often represented in fixed-point format for better
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Figure 4.7: High level block diagram of DSP48 unit in Xilinx FPGA.
hardware resource utilization. With each multiplication, the number of bits of the signal
increases. These bits must be truncated for the next operation. Many FPGAs have dedi-
cated hardened DSP units that perform multiply-accumulate actions with asymmetric bus
widths for each operand. For example, the DSP48 from Xilinx as shown in Fig. 4.7[104] has
18 and 27 bits for the two inputs to the multiplier and 48 bits for the accumulate action,
and multiple stage of built-in registers for pipeline purpose. The DPD engine can take
advantage of such features to optimize the signal quality along the data paths. Careful
fixed-point simulation is required to evaluate the impact of such hardware operations in
order to optimize the design to meet the requirement for adequate linearization.
4.3 Measurement Results
To assess the performance of the proposed real-time DPD system, two test cases were used
under two different types of measurement setups. The first was a conducted measurement
setup (i.e., measurements are performed via cables) using a silicon DPA as the device under
test (DUT). The second was an OTA measurement setup with a 64-element beamforming
array as the DUT. The DPD engine was implemented using the programmable logic of the
FPGA on a Xilinx Ultrascale+ MPSOC evaluation board (ZCU102), and operated at a
core clock rate of 300 MHz. The acceleration factor F was varied between 2 to 8 to achieve
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scalable linearization bandwidth between 600 MHz to 2.4 GHz, corresponding to an over-
sampling factor of 3 for the subsequent test signals occupying modulation bandwidths of
200–800 MHz. A pruned version of the CRV model in (4.5) was used for the DPD engine,
with a nonlinearity order N = 9 and memory depth ofM = 5 to yield a total of 43 complex
coefficients. Additionally, an ECRV-based DPD engine [as described in (4.10)] was imple-
mented, consisting of only 18 complex coefficients for the same nonlinearity order N = 9
and memory depthM = 5. The FPGA hardware resource utilization figures corresponding
to both DPD engines, using the highest acceleration factor of F = 8, are summarized in
Table. 4.1. The resulting dynamic power consumption from these implementations were
estimated in Xilinx Vivado and are reported in Table. 4.1. As shown in Table 4.1, for the
case of CRV with 43 coefficients, each branch of the DPD engine requires 104 DSP slices.
In the case of the ECRV model, due to the greatly reduced number of coefficients, only 46
DSP slices are required per branch. This is a significant resource and power savings.
Fig. 4.8 shows the setup of the conducted measurements. The setup consists of a
baseband stage, mm-wave up-converter and down-converter stages, and a DUT–a 28 GHz
DPA fabricated in GlobalFoundries’ 45 nm SOI-CMOS process. The complex baseband
input signals are represented in fixed point format with a resolution of 16 bits for both
the I and Q components. According to Fig. 4.8, these baseband input signals are stored
in the external DDR memory on the FPGA evaluation board and the memory interface
is configured to read in F samples in parallel per clock cycle. Subsequently, the output
of the DPD engine feeds the RF-DAC (AD9162 from Analog Devices) through a standard
JESD204B high-speed converter interface. The RF-DAC runs at a clock rate of 4.8 GSPS
Table 4.1: Resource Utilization of Proposed DPD Engine (with nonlinearity order N = 9,
memory depth M = 5 and parallel acceleration factor F = 8.)







No. Coef 43 43 18 18 
DSP Slices 832 104 368 46 
Slice LUTs 12138 1517 5369 671 
Slice Registers 23038 2880 10190 1274 
Memory 0 0 0 0 
Power* (mW) 2166 271 958 120 



















































































Figure 4.8: Measurement setup of proposed DPD system – linearizing a silicon DPA in a
probe station.
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Figure 4.9: Output spectra of mm-wave silicon DPA in conducted measurement setup
operating at 28 GHz using signals with 200 MHz bandwidths.
and uses a built-in digital-upconverter stage to translate the complex baseband signal to
an IF frequency of 1.5 GHz. Then, the IF output from the RF-DAC is up-converted to
28 GHz using an image-rejection IQ up-converter followed by a driver amplifier before
feeding to the DUT. The output of the DPA is down-converted to an IF frequency of
2.2 GHz and sampled. The digitized samples at the output of the RF-ADC feed the
FPGA through a high-speed converter interface (JESD204B) and are subsequently stored
in the on-chip block random access memory (RAM). The delay alignment and coefficient
training are performed by the embedded ARM processor on the SOC, which has access
to both the DDR memory (storing the original baseband waveforms) and the block RAM
(storing the waveforms sampled by the TOR). The embedded processor is also responsible
for coordinating different parts of the programmable logic. Operations on the FPGA board
are monitored by the PC through an Ethernet connection.
Therefore, a spectrum analyzer (Keysight N9040B) is used to measure the ACPR and
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Figure 4.10: Output spectra of mm-wave silicon DPA in conducted measurement setup
operating at 28 GHz using signals with 400 MHz bandwidths.









where X̃u and R̃u are the LFFT -length discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the input x̃u and
received r̃u signals, respectively, LDSC is the number of data subcarriers, u(i) is the index
of the DFT corresponding to the i−th data subcarrier, and Su is a linear equalization filter
derived from the OFDM pilot subcarriers. The test signals used in the experiments started
with a minimum of 200 MHz modulation bandwidth formed by aggregating two component
carriers (2-CC) of 100 MHz 64-QAM OFDM signals. A crest-factor reduction technique
was applied to minimize the PAPR, yielding a PAPR of about 10 dB for the 2-CC test
signals. Similarly, test signals of much wider bandwidths [4-CC (equivalently 400 MHz)
and 8-CC (equivalently 800 MHz)] were constructed and tested with the proposed real-time
DPD engine using acceleration factors of F = 4 and F = 8, respectively. Their PAPRs
after crest factor reduction were about 10.5 dB.
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Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 show the spectrum at the output of the DPA in the conducted
measurements using 200 MHz and 400 MHz OFDM test signals, respectively. Their ACPR
and EVM are summarized in Table 4.2. According to Table 4.2, for the case of 200 MHz
test signals, a similar extent of linearization performance is observed using either the CRV-
or ECRV-based DPD engines. The EVM reduced from 3.9% before DPD to 1.1% after
DPD. The ACPR reduced from -32 dBc before DPD to around -46 dBc after DPD. In the
case of the 400 MHz test signal, the EVM improvements were similar for both the CRV
or ECRV engines (3.9% and 1.1%, respectively). Again, the CRV- and ECRV-based DPD
engines achieved very similar ACPR improvements (-44.6 dBc and -44 dBc, respectively).
Considering the significantly reduced number of coefficients (18 versus 43), the ECRV-based
DPD engine showed very promising potential for 5G transmitters employing wideband
OFDM signals.
To further assess the performance of the proposed real-time DPD system, OTA mea-
surements were conducted to linearize a 64-element beamforming array (AWMF-0129)
operating at 28 GHz. The block diagram of the OTA measurement setup is provided in
Fig. 4.11. According to Fig. 4.11, the same baseband stage and up-converter highlighted
in Fig. 4.8 are used to provide the mm-wave input to feed the array radio head placed
inside the anechoic chamber. A receiving horn antenna was placed at the far-field of the
main beam direction. The mm-wave signal captured by the receiving horn antenna was
down-converted to an IF of 2.2 GHz. Similar to the conducted measurements, a spec-
trum analyzer was used to assess the performance metrics (ACPR and EVM) of the signal
captured by the horn antenna. It is worth noting that significantly dispersive channel re-
sponses were noticed in the OTA measurements. This necessitated a calibration step using
the procedures as described in [105, 88].
The output spectra of the mm-wave 64-element array captured by the OTA horn an-
tenna are shown in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 for the 400 MHz and 800 MHz test cases,
respectively. The ACPR and EVM for both DPD engines are summarized in Table 4.2.
According to Table 4.2, in the case of the 400 MHz test signals, both the CRV and ECRV
engines demonstrated similar linearization capacity in terms of EVM improvements–from
3.9% before DPD to 1.1% after DPD. The CRV-based DPD engine achieved an ACPR
improvement from -33 dBc to about -45.8 dBc, while the ECRV-based DPD engine showed
about -44.2 dBc ACPR. In the case of the 800 MHz test signal, the CRV-based DPD en-
gine achieved an EVM improvement from 4.1% to 1.1%, and an ACPR improvement from
-33 dBc to -40 dBc after DPD. The ECRV-based DPD engine showed similar performances,















































Figure 4.11: Measurement setup of proposed DPD system – linearizing a 64-element mm-
wave beamforming array with OTA receiving antenna.
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Figure 4.12: Output spectra of mm-wave 64-element beamforming array in the OTA mea-
surement setup operating at 28 GHz using signals with 400 MHz bandwidth.
Figure 4.13: Output spectra of mm-wave 64-element beamforming array in the OTA mea-
surement setup operating at 28 GHz using signals with 800 MHz bandwidth.
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Table 4.2: Summary of Linearization Performance of mm-wave Silicon DPA and mm-wave
64-Element Beamforming Array (operating at 28 GHz).








 ACPR EVM ACPR EVM ACPR EVM ACPR EVM 
No DPD -32.6/-34.9 3.9% -32.6/-34.9 3.9% -33.0/-35.0 3.9% -33.6/-36.5 4.1% 
CRV -46.7/-46.7 1.1% -44.6/-46.1 1.1% -45.8/-46.5 1.1% -40.7/-42.0 1.1% 
ECRV -46.4/-46.6 1.1% -43.9/-45.5 1.1% -44.6/-44.2 1.1% -40.2/-40.9 1.2% 
 
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, a hardware-efficient real-time DPD system with scalable linearization band-
width for wideband sub-6 GHz and 5G mm-wave transmitters was presented. Using a novel
parallel-processing DPD engine architecture, multiple samples can be processed per clock
cycle, overcoming the maximum linearization bandwidth limit imposed by the maximum
clock frequency of the digital circuits. The proposed DPD system is able to efficiently lin-
earize wideband signals with potentially unlimited bandwidths. Hardware design choices
that optimize resource usage are presented using a sample designed on a commercial FPGA.
The proposed DPD system achieved over 2.4 GHz linearization bandwidth using only a
300 MHz core clock for the digital circuits. Using a silicon DPA with 200 MHz and
400 MHz signals as the DUT for conductive measurements, and a 64-element beamforming
array with 400 MHz and 800 MHz signals as the DUT for OTA testing, the scalability
and linearization capability of the proposed system were demonstrated at 28 GHz. Exper-
imental results show that the DPD engine using an envelope-based model such as ECRV
can achieve similar performance to conventional DPD models like CRV for linearizing a








A modern predistortion system is not complete without a feedback path to observe the PA
output and capture the distortion signal when updates to the linearization coefficients are
needed. As discussed in previous chapters, intermodulation caused by nonlinear distortion
of the PA results in expanded bandwidths of the PA output, typically 5 times the signal
bandwidth. Conventional implementation of a TOR follows typical receiver topology and
employs standard Nyquist rate sampling ADCs to capture the full bandwidth of the dis-
tortion signal. Such practices have become increasingly challenging to implement as the
bandwidth of the signal increases. With 5G signals expected to increase to hundreds of
megahertz, the design complexity and power consumption of the TOR becomes a serious
issue. Not only does the ADCs in the TOR need to support extremely high sampling rates
at several giga-samples per second, the digital interface and processing circuits following
the ADC consume large amounts of hardware resources and power. For example, to sup-
port signals with modulation bandwidth of 800 MHz, the ADC needs a sampling rate of at
least 8 GSPS, assuming an over-sampling factor of 5. The data throughput of the following
digital interface and processing circuit reaches 96 Gb/s with 16-bit word length. A typical
implementation of such an interface employing an advanced FPGA requires a complicated
JESD204B interface protocol using 8 high-speed IO lanes with transceivers operating at
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12 Gb/s, and the total power consumption of the converter interface alone consumes over
2 W of power.
To address this problem, this chapter presents an under-sampling framework that sig-
nificantly reduces the sampling rate requirement of the ADC. It is based on the principle
that a full reconstruction of the PA output signal is not required to characterize the PA
distortion, which in turn allows sub-Nyquist sampling with significantly lower sampling
speed. With an appropriate training algorithm, the coefficient updates can be computed
using samples of the feedback signal captured by an ADCs running at a clock frequency
significantly lower than the Nyquist rate. For clarity and simplicity, the discussion in this
chapter is presented in the context of a DPD system, but the same principle can be used
in an ARFPD system by replacing the digital operations with transfer functions of analog
components such as multipliers.
5.2 Direct Learning Framework
Before presenting the under-sampling feedback, it is necessary to review the direct learning
framework which form its basis. Briefly discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.4, the direct
learning architecture works on minimizing the difference between the original input and the
normalized output. For most predistortion system using polynomial models, the general
form of the model can be expressed as a summation of weighted basis with finite memory.











fk(x̃n, x̃n+1, . . . , x̃n+m) (5.2)
where x̃n and ũn are the nth samples of the input and predistorted signals respectively, M
is the memory depth of the DPD engine, ψmn+m is the collection of K basis with maximum
memory m, and ak,m, k ∈ K,m = 1, . . . ,M are the DPD engine coefficients. For a block
of N samples x̃n, . . . , x̃n+N−1, (5.2) can be expressed in vector form
U = ΨA. (5.3)
where U is the N -length column vector of the predistorted signal (ũn, . . . , ũn+N−1)
T , Ψ =
[Ψij] is a N × K matrix of the basis function with entries Ψij = ψj,n+i−1, and A is the
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column vector of the K coefficients with A = (a1, . . . , aK)
T . DPD models such as MP,
GMP, EMP, DDR-Volterra discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.3 can all be described in
such way.
The PA is modelled as an unknown function g(.) with memory depth MPA, hence:
ỹn = g(ũn, ũn+1, . . . , ũn+MPA), (5.4)
where ỹn is the sampled complex envelope of the output. With normalized input and
output, the desired gain of the PA is unity, and the desired output is x̃n. The error is
defined as
ẽn = ỹn − x̃n, (5.5)
or in vector form
e = Y −X. (5.6)


















where ∆ai are the coefficients updates. Following the steepest descent method established
in traditional LMS algorithm, the coefficient updates follows










where Aℓ, Xℓ, Yℓ, Jℓ are the coefficients, input and output signal blocks and the cost
function values at ℓth iteration respectively. Assuming the model is weakly nonlinear and
∆A is small, we can approximate the error by
e = ê+ ε (5.9)
where ê is the vector of the modelled error defined as
ê = Ψ∆A (5.10)
with ε being the residue. This eventually lead to the LSs solution
∆A = (ΨHΨ)−1ΨHe. (5.11)
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and an update factor γ for the LMS algorithm such that
Aℓ+1 = Aℓ + γ∆A. (5.12)
with initial A0 chosen such that the DPD engine initially passes through x̃n undistorted,
i.e., ũn = x̃n.
In principle, Ψ could have as few as N = K rows, the number of unknown coefficients in
∆A. However, due to quantization errors and ill-conditioning of the matrix ΨHΨ when N
is small, better accuracy can be obtained by choosing N > K. Thus, the matrix operations
above require significant computational complexity. A simpler method to estimate the
residual error vector coefficients ∆A is to use the well-known RLS algorithm, which updates
the ∆A






Pn = Pn−1 − knΨnPn−1 (5.13)
starting with ∆A0 = 0, ending with ∆A = ∆AN , whereΨn is the row vector (ψ1,n, . . . , ψK,n).
5.3 DPD Function Synthesis Using Under-sampled
Feedback Signal
To reduce the hardware resource usage and power consumption of the feedback path, the
under-sampling framework suggests the ADC in the feedback path to operate at a clock
rate that is a fraction 1/P of the full-rate fs, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 The ADC must still
have wide analog input bandwidth that is sufficient to capture the full expanded bandwidth
of the distorted signal. While sampling the signal at significant lower rate than the Nyquist
bandwidth, aliasing will happen. The PA output signal cannot be reconstructed as in the
case of conventional TOR with Nyquist rate. However, contrary to the indirect learning
architecture which relies on complete knowledge of PA outputs to construct the post-
inverse, the direct learning architecture computes the coefficients of the pre-inverse directly
using the input signal and PA output. This key difference is important as direct learning












Transmitter Observation Receiver (TOR)
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the proposed under-sampling feedback system with a feedback
signal sampled at significantly reduced rate of fRX . The conventional system corresponds
to the special case where fRX = fs.
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It is quite apparent that the matrix equation still holds with reduced sampling rate in the
signals, with the same set of coefficients. For example, if only every other samples of the
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To put it formally, if the ADC is sampling at a clock rate that is a fraction 1/P of the
full-rate fs, the under-sampled output from the ADC is





The associated error is
ẽ′m = ỹm − x̃Pm, (5.17)
which can be approximated in the similar manner as (5.10) as
ê′ = Ψ′∆A (5.18)
with the updated base matrix Ψ′ been the reduced ranked matric from Ψ which
ψ′j,m = ψj,Pm. (5.19)
The cost function for this under-sampled signals can be formulated in

















which corresponds to only including every P th terms from (5.7). Provided enough e′m have
been collected, the optimal ∆a′i in (5.20) are close to those of (5.7) as they model the
same error. Following the same derivation as in (5.11), the LSs solution of the coefficient
updates is
∆A = (Ψ′HΨ′)−1Ψ′He′. (5.21)



















m−1 − k′mΨ′mP′m−1 (5.22)
The same coefficient updates that lead to convergence of the predistortion coefficients
can be obtained from under-sampled data, provided sufficient number of samples are col-
lected to ensure good convergence towards the optimal coefficient values. This can be
achieved by taking longer capture time or running more iteration loops.
5.4 DPD Function Synthesis Using Under-sampled
Feedback Signal at IF
Many modern receiver architecture perform the IQ demodulation in digital domain by first
down-convert the signal to low-IF and sampled by the ADC. This avoids the IQ imbal-
ance problem presented in analog circuits, which only become worse with increasing signal
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bandwidth. However, the under-sampling framework presented in previous section assumes
the feedback signal to be sampled by the ADCs are at baseband, and is only suitable for
applications where analog IQ demodulator is used to down-convert the signal to baseband
in-phase and quadrature part. Though successful demonstration of the technique is pre-
sented in [85, 86], it cannot be applied directly to IF sampling receivers. As presented in
[105], the aliasing effect of the sub-Nyquist sampling ADC is different for the baseband
and IF sampling scheme. In the baseband sampling scheme, the pair of the ADCs cap-
tures the in-phase and quadrature components separately and the complex envelope of the
baseband is aliased. However, in the IF sampling scheme, the real IF is captured by one
under-sampling ADC and aliased. The algorithm presented in previous section cannot be
used, and a new solution needs to be devised.
In conventional IF sampling receivers, assuming the complex envelope of the signal has
bandwidth of fs, the IF signal yIF needs to by sampled by an ADC running at a clock
rate fRX of at least 2fs to avoid aliasing. Assuming the complex envelop of the signal at













where ỹ(t) is the continues time envelope of the baseband signal, θ is the phase of the IF
carrier at t = 0 and Re is the real part operator. Without loss of generality, the phase
of the the carrier is assumed to be 0 and will be dropped for the rest of the derivation
for compactness. Following the direct learning framework in the previous sections, the IF
under-sampling work aims to minimize the error at the IF signal. The error of the IF signal
is defined as
en,IF = Re {ẽn} (5.25)
= Re {ỹn} − Re {x̃n} (5.26)













(5.27) can be expressed as
en,IF = yn,IF − xn,IF . (5.29)
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Using the same weakly nonlinear assumption and assuming ∆A is small, the IF error can
be approximate by
eIF = êIF + εIF (5.30)
where êIF is the column vector of the approximated error and εIF the residue. êIF can be




















































êIF = ΨIF∆AIF (5.37)











The under-sampling framework from the previous section can now be applied to treat
the aliased real IF signal in a similar manner. The under-sampled output of the ADC
under the IF scheme is now




The associated error is
ẽ′m,IF = ỹm,IF − x̃Pm,IF , (5.41)
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with the updated base matrix Ψ′IF been the reduced ranked matric from ΨIF which
ψ′j,m,IF = ψj,Pm,IF . (5.43)
The cost function used for the under-sampled signals is














5.4.1 Hardware Optimization of Under-sampled Feedback
Though the theoretical framework presented is general to all IF frequency, in practical
implementation the choice of IF and TOR ADC sampling rate has significant impact on
the complexity of the hardware. Certain choice of the IF fIF and ADC sampling rate fRX
can results in reduced resource usage by taking advantage of special relationships between
the selected frequencies.





where R is an integer that allows fIF to fall in the correct range for the down-converter.































Based on (5.50), and depending on the choice of R, the output ỹ′m of the under-sampling
ADC will be reduced to either the in-phase ±Re{ỹnej2πθ} or quadrature component
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± Im{ỹnej2πθ} of ỹnej2πθ (i.e., the full sample of ỹn rotated by the constant phase θ).
Such constant phase shift is linear with respect to the original signal and is tolerated in
the DPD system.
Following the under-sampling framework presented previously, Let
q = mR/4 (5.51)
the error for each sample is now
ẽ′n =
{︄
ỹ′m ± Re {x̃′mP} For q even
j(ỹ′m ± Im {x̃′mP}) For q odd
(5.52)
The approximated error terms become ê′n are the modelling errors defined by
ê′n =
{︄
Re {Ψ′n}Re {∆A} − Im {Ψ′n} Im {∆A}
Im {Ψ′n}Re {∆A}+Re {Ψ′n} Im {∆A}
(5.53)



























Im {Ψ′n} +Re {Ψ′n}
]︁
(5.56)
The DPD coefficients are then updated after sufficient samples have been collected for a
good estimation of ∆A
Aw+1 = Aw + γ∆A (5.57)
5.5 Delay Alignment
Accurate alignment of data is critical for direct learning. With the output of the PA
sampled at a significantly lower rate, the delay alignment between ỹ′m and x̃n becomes a
challenge. To reduce complexity and improve robustness, two step delay estimation and
compensation is performed.
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The under-sampled signal ỹ′m is first up-sampled to full-rate ỹ
′
n,FR by inserting zeroes
between the samples. No further filtering to limit the bandwidth is performed, contrary to
typical resampling algorithm. The integer delay with respect to the full-rate input signal









where µx and µy are the sample means of the small sections.
If the optimized scheme in Section 5.4.1 is used, the delay alignment has been made
easier with the selection of the IF frequency, as each sample of the ADC output ỹ′m directly
corresponds to either the I or Q of every P th sample in x̃n. And the computationally
expensive operation of complex envelope is reduced to a simple operation of reading the





Re {x̃mP+w} ỹ′m For l even
j Im {x̃mP+w} ỹ′m For l odd
(5.59)




After the integer delay has been aligned, the remaining fractional sample delay d̂ ∈ (−1, 1)
with respect to ŵ is then found by applying the fractional delay filter to sections of x̃n and
searching for the maximum value of C(w + d̂). The fractional delay filter with delay d̂ is
constructed from windowed sinc as
h[n] = W [n]sinc[n− d̂] (5.61)
where W [n] is a window function such as Kaiser or Chebyshev, and the order of the filter
is 2L + 1. The choice of the window function and the length of the filter is determined
based on the requirements of the system. After delay compensation of the input samples,
the direct learning algorithm described in the previous section is used to estimate the DPD
coefficients.
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Table 5.1: Measurement Results of Baseband Based Training with Under-sampled Feed-
back Signal
20 MHz Signal 80 MHz Signal
Sampling ACLR Sampling ACLR
Rate (complex) L/U Rate (complex) L/U
No DPD — -32.6/-31.4 — -38.2/-30.9
Indirect 100 MSPs -54.1/-54.9 400 MSPs -48.6/-48.9
Full-rate 100 MSPs -54.8/-54.8 400 MSPs -50.5/-49.7
Nu = 2 50 MSPs -55.2/-55.2 200 MSPs -49.7/-49.4
Nu = 5 20 MSPs -55.2/-54.9 80 MSPs -49.8/-48.8
5.6 Validation and Measurement Results
5.6.1 Under-sampling using Baseband Scheme
The performance of the new approach using the baseband scheme is assessed experimentally
to linearize a 20 W GaN DPA. The full-rate output of the DPD engine is computed from
the input and an AWG is used to generate the RF signal driving a GaN PA operating at
2 GHz. The block diagram of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 5.2. A wideband
down-converter and low-pass filter is used to acquire the envelope of the PA output, which
is then sampled. A 20 MHz LTE-A signal with a PAPR of 9.3 dB and a carrier-aggregated
signal formed by four-carrier WCDMA and LTE-A signals with total bandwidth of 80 MHz
are used. The DPD coefficients are extracted using the proposed baseband direct learning
approach, and the process is iterated several times until convergence. A CRV model [43]
is used as the DPD engine. under-sampling factors of Nu = 1, 2 and 5, which represent
complex ADC rates of 5x, 2.5x and 1x over the input signal bandwidth, are used with the
direct learning. The output spectrum for the LTE-A and carrier aggregated signals are
shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.
Measurement results are summarized in Table 5.1, with both lower and upper ACLR
reported. The proposed approach has comparable linearization capability for a wideband
signal of up to 80 MHz even when the sampling rate is 1x the input signal bandwidth. By

























Figure 5.2: Measurement setup of the proposed baseband under-sampling scheme.
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Frequency (MHz)














































Figure 5.3: Spectrum of the PA output driven with the LTE-A signal.
5.6.2 Under-sampling using IF Scheme
The hardware optimized under-sampling training algorithm for the IF scheme is imple-
mented together with the FPGA-based DPD system presented in Chapter 4. Together
with the parallel processing DPD engine, it forms a complete solution of scalable DPD
system capable of linearizing ultra-wideband signals.
Two test cases were used under different types of measurement setups. The first was a
conducted measurement setup (i.e., measurements are performed via cables) using a silicon
DPA as the DUT and OFDM signals with 400 MHz modulation bandwidth. The second
was an OTA measurement setup with a 64-element beamforming array as the DUT and
OFDM signals with 800 MHz modulation bandwidth.
The measurement setup is very similar to those presented in the measurement section
in Chapter 4. The same baseband stage and up-converter highlighted in Fig. 4.8 are used
to provide the mm-wave input to feed the array radio head placed inside the anechoic
chamber. The DPD engine was the same and implemented using the programmable logic
of the FPGA on a Xilinx Ultrascale+ MPSOC evaluation board (ZCU102), and operated
at a core clock rate of 300 MHz, with scalable bandwidth up to 2.4 GHz.
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Figure 5.4: Spectrum of the PA output driven with the CA signal.
Fig. 5.5 shows the setup of the conducted measurements. The RF-DAC runs at a clock
rate of 4.8 GSPS and uses a built-in digital-upconverter stage to translate the complex
baseband signal to an IF frequency of 1.5 GHz. Then, the IF output from the RF-DAC
is up-converted to 28 GHz using an image-rejection IQ up-converter followed by a driver
amplifier before feeding to the DUT. The output of the DPA is down-converted to an
IF frequency of 2.2 GHz and sampled by the RF-ADC (AD9208 from Analog Devices)
at 200 MHz. This results in a maximum under-sampling factor of 24. These frequencies
at the TOR portion were set to follow the constraints imposed by (5.46) to allow for a
hardware-efficient implementation of an under-sampling TOR. It is worth noting that the
under-sampling TOR can only be used to train the DPD coefficients and cannot be used
to assess the performance metrics [e.g., EVM] at the PA output due to the aliasing of
samples captured by the TOR. Therefore, a spectrum analyzer (Keysight N9040B) is used
to capture the output spectrum and measure the ACPR and EVM.
Fig. 5.6 show the spectrum at the output of the DPA in the conducted measure-
ments 400 MHz OFDM test signals formed by aggregating 4 component carriers (2-CC)
of 100 MHz 64-QAM OFDM signals and trained with under-sampling TOR. Their ACPR
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DUT
Figure 5.5: Measurement setup of proposed DPD system – linearizing a silicon DPA in a
probe station.
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Figure 5.6: Output spectra of mm-wave silicon DPA in conducted measurement setup













































Figure 5.7: Measurement setup of proposed DPD system – linearizing a 64-element mm-
wave beamforming array with OTA receiving antenna.
cording to Table 5.2, similar extent of linearization performance is observed using either
the CRV- or ECRV-based DPD engines trained with under-sampling compare to results
obtained from full-rate training. The EVM reduced from 3.9% before DPD to 1.1% after
DPD. The ACPR reduced from -32 dBc before DPD to around -45 dBc after DPD.
Similarly, an OTA measurement at 28 GHz is setup as shown in Fig. 5.7, with 800 MHz
test signals. A spectrum analyzer was used to assess the performance metrics (ACPR and
EVM) of the signal captured by the horn antenna.
The output spectra of the mm-wave 64-element array captured by the OTA horn an-
tenna are shown in Fig. 4.13 for the 800 MHz test cases. The ACPR and EVM for both
DPD engines are summarized in Table 5.2. Both DPD engines achieved EVM improve-
ments from 4.1% to 1.2%, and ACPR improvements from -33 dBc to -40 dBc after DPD,
compare to results obtained from full-rate training.
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Figure 5.8: Output spectra of mm-wave 64-element beamforming array in the OTA mea-
surement setup operating at 28 GHz using signals with 800 MHz bandwidth trained with
under-sampling TOR.
Table 5.2: Measurement Results of IF Based Training with Under-sampled Feedback Signal
DPA 400 MHz Signal OTA 800 MHz Signal
ACPR EVM ACPR EVM
No DPD -32.6/-34.8 3.9% -33.6/-36.5 4.1%
CRV Full-rate -44.6/-46.1 1.1% -40.7/-42.0 1.1%
CRV Under-sampled -44.5/-46.1 1.1% -40.7/-41.9 1.1%
ECRV Full-rate -43.9/-45.5 1.1% -40.2/-40.9 1.2%
ECRV Under-sampled -43.9/-45.4 1.1% -40.1/-40.9 1.2%
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5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, a new approach to identifying the coefficients of the DPD using under-
sampled feedback signals was presented. Using a direct learning based architecture, the
proposed approach was able to compute the coefficient updates of the predistortion engine
using both the baseband and IF aliased samples of the PA output. Detailed algorithms
for both baseband and IF schemes were presented, with hardware optimized implementa-
tion considerations discussed. In addition, a delay estimation and compensation algorithm
were proposed to cancel the delays between the input and under-sampled output signals.
The proposed approach was experimentally demonstrated to successfully synthesize the
DPD function despite the presence of aliasing in the feedback signal due to significant
under-sampling. Conducted on a 20 W GaN DPA driven by modulated signals with up
to 80 MHz bandwidth, measurement results show comparable linearization performance
for the proposed approach and a conventional full-rate indirect learning based DPD using
the baseband scheme. The hardware optimized IF scheme was also implemented together
with a parallel processing based DPD engine on an FPGA-base SOC, to provide a com-
plete scalable DPD solution capable of linearizing ultra-wideband signals. It demonstrated
over 2.4 GHz linearization bandwidth while the ADC was operating at a clock rate of
200 MHz. Its performance was demonstrated experimentally by linearizing a silicon DPA
with 200 MHz and 400 MHz signals in conductive measurements, and a 64-element beam-
forming array with 400 MHz and 800 MHz signals in OTA testing. Although the discussion
in this chapter was presented in the context of a DPD system, the same principle can be




Demand for high speed mobile data is driving the rapid development of mobile technology
to use small-cell base stations as well as ultra-wideband signals in future sub-6 GHz and 5G
mm-wave systems. The PA is the key component that dominate the linearity and efficiency
of a transmitter. Conventional DPD systems used to linearize RF PAs are facing increasing
challenges due to high power overhead for small-cell base stations, and the drastic increase
in signal bandwidth that push beyond the capabilities of current digital circuits. This the-
sis aims to address such problems by introducing new approaches to predistortion systems
to support future sub-6 GHz small-cell base stations and support wideband transmission
in 5G mm-wave systems. It began by examining the linearity efficiency trade-off of RF
PAs, and reviewing existing linearization solutions. There is renewed interest in analog/RF
predistortion as a replacement for small-cell base stations, to take advantage of the low
power nature of analog circuits, yet system level designs to reduce hardware complexity are
still needed, particularly for analog implementation while maintaining good linearization
capability. And the hardware implementation of the predistortion system once again be-
comes an important research focus as the required computation of the predistortion engine
starts to exceed the limit provided by the digital circuits available. There are also signif-
icant developments in feedback and training methods, largely focused on breaking away
from conventional Nyquist rate sampling of the PA output and enabling proper coefficient
update with significantly reduced ADC sampling rates in the TOR.
To provide a viable solution for sub-6 GHz small-cell base stations, an DA-ARFPD
system using the FIR-EMP model along with a linear SSAPI algorithm has been presented.
An DA-ARFPD test bench, which incorporates major RF components, has been built to
assess the validity of the proposed FIR-EMP scheme and the SSAPI algorithm. It has been
demonstrated that the SSAPI algorithm can extract coefficients with excellent modelling
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accuracy in a single iteration for cascaded blocks of the FIR-EMP. Measurement results
have shown that the proposed FIR-EMP model using the SSAPI algorithm can successfully
linearize multiple PAs driven with various wideband and carrier-aggregated signals of up
to 80 MHz instantaneous bandwidth. Linearization performance comparable to a DDR-
Volterra based DPD scheme indicates the viability of the proposed FIR-EMP model for
implementing DA-ARFPD modules capable of mitigating the distortions exhibited by PAs
driven by communication signals with up to 80 MHz modulation bandwidths. This confirms
the potential of DA-ARFPD as a very promising candidate for the linearization of sub-
6 GHz small-cell base station PAs, which would reduce the power overhead compared to
using the popular DPD techniques.
Next, a hardware-efficient real-time DPD system with scalable linearization bandwidth
for ultra-wideband sub-6 GHz and 5G mm-wave transmitters has been presented. Using
a novel parallel-processing DPD engine architecture, multiple samples can be processed
per clock cycle, overcoming the maximum linearization bandwidth limit imposed by the
maximum clock frequency of the digital circuits. The proposed DPD system is able to effi-
ciently linearize wideband signals with potentially unlimited bandwidths. Hardware design
choices that optimize resource usage are presented using a sample designed on a commercial
FPGA. The proposed DPD system achieved over 2.4 GHz linearization bandwidth using
only a 300 MHz core clock for the digital circuits. Using a silicon DPA with 200 MHz and
400 MHz signals as the DUT for conductive measurements, and a 64-element beamforming
array with 400 MHz and 800 MHz signals as the DUT for OTA testing, the scalability and
linearization capability of the proposed system were demonstrated at 28 GHz. Experimen-
tal results show that the DPD engine using an envelope-based model such as ECRV can
achieve similar performance to conventional DPD models like CRV for linearizing mm-wave
DUTs transmitting wideband OFDM signals, while using less hardware and consuming less
power.
Common to both solutions, a new approach to identify the coefficients of the DPD using
an under-sampled feedback signal was presented. Using direct learning based architecture,
the proposed approach is able to compute the coefficient updates of the predistortion engine
using both the baseband and IF aliased samples of the PA output. Detailed algorithms for
both baseband and IF schemes are presented, with hardware optimized implementation
considerations discussed. In addition, a delay estimation and compensation algorithm has
been proposed to cancel the delays between the input and under-sampled output signals.
The proposed approach experimentally demonstrated its ability to successfully synthesize
the DPD function despite the presence of aliasing in the feedback signal due to significant
under-sampling. Conducted on a 20 W GaN DPA driven by modulated signals with up to
80 MHz bandwidth, measurement results show comparable linearization performance for
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the proposed approach and the conventional full-rate indirect learning based DPD using a
baseband scheme. The hardware optimized IF scheme was also implemented together with
a parallel processing based DPD engine on FPGA-base SOC, to provide a complete scalable
DPD system solution capable of linearizing ultra-wideband signals. It demonstrated over
2.4 GHz linearization bandwidth while the ADC was operating at a clock rate of 200 MHz.
6.1 Summary of Contributions and Publications
The goal of this thesis was to develop new linearization methods suitable for RF PAs used in
future small-cell base stations and 5Gmm-wave systems supporting wideband transmission.
This goal was achieved through the following key contributions and publications:
 An DA-ARFPD system using the FIR-EMP model along with a linear SSAPI algo-
rithm was presented which provides a low-power linearization solution for small-cell
base stations.
– H. Huang, A. Islam, J. Xia, P. Levine, and S. Boumaiza, ”Linear filter assisted
envelope memory polynomial for analog/radio frequency predistortion of power
amplifiers,” in Proc. IEEE MTT-S IMS, pp. 1-3, May. 2015.
– H. Huang, J. Xia, A. Islam, E. Ng, P. M. Levine, and S. Boumaiza, ”Digitally
assisted analog/RF predistorter with a small-signal-assisted parameter identifi-
cation algorithm,” in IEEE Trans. Microw. Theory Techn., vol. 63, no. 12, pp.
4297-4305, Dec. 2015
 A hardware-efficient real-time DPD system with scalable linearization bandwidth for
wideband 5G mm-wave transmitters was developed. It removed the limits on the
linearization bandwidth imposed by the digital circuitry maximum clock frequency.
– H. Huang, J. Xia, and S. Boumaiza, ”Parallel-processing-based digital predistor-
tion architecture and FPGA implementation for wide-band 5G transmitters,”
in 2019 IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Conference on Hardware and
Systems for 5G and Beyond (IMC-5G), Atlanta, GA, USA, 2019, pp. 1-3
– H. Huang, J. Xia, and S. Boumaiza, ”Novel parallel-processing-based hardware
implementation of baseband digital predistorters for linearizing wideband 5G
transmitters,” in IEEE Trans. Microw. Theory Techn., vol. 68, no. 9, pp.
4066-4076, Oct. 2020
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 A direct learning based under-sampling framework that enables the identification of
the predistortion coefficients using under-sampled feedback signal was presented. It
allowed the ADC to operate at a significantly lower clock rate and reduced the power
and hardware resource usage of the TOR.
– H. Huang, P. Mitran, and S. Boumaiza, ”Digital predistortion function synthesis
using undersampled feedback signal,” in IEEE Microw. Wireless Compon. Lett.,
vol. 26, no. 10, pp. 855-857, Oct. 2016
– H. Huang, J. Xia, and S. Boumaiza, ”Novel parallel-processing-based hardware
implementation of baseband digital predistorters for linearizing wideband 5G
transmitters,” in IEEE Trans. Microw. Theory Techn., vol. 68, no. 9, pp.
4066-4076, Oct. 2020
6.2 Future Work
The need for higher efficiency, better linearity and wider bandwidth in RF transmitters
continues to grow and new challenges in PA linearization will emerge. Solutions presented
in this work can be further extended in various ways to meet changing demands.
This work presented an DA-ARFPD system for sub-6 GHz small-cell base stations, yet
development in pico- or femto-cells with even smaller output powers will require further
reductions to the linearization system power overhead. Higher levels of integration with
other components in the transmitter system, and realization of predistortion functions using
nonlinear analog components, are both additional interesting topics to explore. The low
power nature of DA-ARFPD systems can make them good candidates for MIMO systems
that contain a large number of PAs. Adaptation of the ARFPD system to meet the power,
space and system integration requirements of MIMO systems, as well as modelling and
training the predistorter, present abundant research opportunities.
The parallel-processing DPD system presented in this thesis is designed for SISO DPD,
suitable for phased-array or single-user single-frequency-band situations. It is natural to
extend this work to MIMO systems (i.e., multi-user and multi-band scenarios) where dual-
or multi-input DPD schemes are required. The linearity problem of hybrid or fully digi-
tal arrays under multi-user scenarios may require innovations in linearization approaches
in terms of development of predistortion models and implementation approaches. Novel
architectures will be required to achieve efficient use of hardware resources. The current
architecture is based on commercial FPGA fabric using programmable logic cells and DSP
units, and development in FPGA or SOC technology could provide other opportunities
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to take advantage of the hardware. For example, FPGAs and ASIC designed for artificial
intelligence provide a large array of memory-computing units and could be good candidates
for novel DPD architectures. The design of the feedback path for predistortion also requires
further attention. Conventional TORs using dedicated receiving antennas separated from
the transmitting array are not practical and other solutions introduce new aliasing and
interference into the feedback signal. New designs and algorithms need to be developed to
address such issues.
Above all, the linear and efficient transmission of wideband signals should be addressed
from a system-level approach that continues to increase the level of system integration.
Linearization systems are the first step in this trend, and enable the relaxation of design
constraints of RF PAs by addressing the linearity of the system at the transmitter level.
With higher levels of integration in MIMO systems and other future developments in
wireless communication, it is reasonable to expect that signal quality issues would be
addressed at higher system levels. PA linearization systems such as predistortion can
be combined with other features such as IQ imbalance to provide a more comprehensive
solution. There is already work done that shows promising results, and further research in
this direction could be an interesting topic.
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